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Editorial
.........................................................................

Dear authors, dear readers,

this issue is dedicated to various topics of theory and applied research in information
technology. Published contributions continue the topic of smart home from the previous edition of
our journal. This topic is treated on two hierarchical levels - smart home and smart city as a whole.
Third contribution continues the analyse of economic networks as part II, from the previous part I in
2/2019 issue, with the description of modeling and simulation outputs.
Other contributions in this journal edition are featuring technical details in networking,
dynamic systems modeling and a simulation of discrete systems. Rich development in networking
includes internet of things (IoT) they are connected nowadays in large scale, usually wireless.
Potential amount of them is huge and hence the security problems are urgent. Continuous simulation
of nonlinear dynamic systems is an useful tool for control and evaluation of huge industry machines.
A simulation of discrete systems is a basic condition for construction of control and testing by various
technical devices and systems, they are working in decision-statement mode.
To the future, we want to keep the main target of this journal in IT applied research, with more
connection to the industry applications. Our attempt is to assembly each issue of journal with a sets
of collected contributions concentrated around similar topics. Your forthcoming papers and
contributions are welcomed around the year.

Juraj Štefanovič
ITA Editor-in-Chief
Dear authors, dear readers,

This issue brings a ...

New papers and contributions are welcomed around the year. I would like to
thank to all concerned people for collaborating, sending articles and correcting them.

Juraj Štefanovič
ITA Editor-in-Chief
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CONCEPT SMART CITY
IN MOSCOW AND IN BRATISLAVA
Eva Mihaliková, Sergey Kirsanov, Eugene Istomin

Abstract:
Sustainable development has represented a globally solved subject matter during the last few years, and
smart cities are one of the areas supporting it. Smart Cities are currently considered as a very attractive
approach towards the development of cities and city regions, their governance and planning. They are
typical with application of modern information technologies to city governance and improvement of city
life quality, and focused on more effective management aimed at supporting sustainable development of
the city. The presented article introduces the Smart City concepts in Russia and in Slovakia, evaluating
the Smart City level in Russian and Slovak capital cities through selected indexes. This article highlights
problematic areas, and implemented and planned projects that could contribute to effective implementation of the Smart City Concept.
Keywords:
Smart cities, smart technologies, smart indexes, smart concept.
ACM Computing Classification System:
Applied computing - computers in other domains, human computer interaction.

Introduction
Rapid development of information technologies encourages the society to be progressing and
respond to contemporary challenges. Cities play an important role in the economy, facing worsening
city infrastructures, lack of budgetary sources, increasing pressure on environment, and increasing
requirements of citizens and business sector on the city environment. The half of the whole population, i.e. 3.5 billion of people lives nowadays in the cities. Prognoses indicate that as much as 5 billion
people will live in city areas till 2030 [1].
Implementation of the Smart City concept could resolve majority of the problems that modern
cities currently face. We can speak today of transition to the third generation of the smart cities where
the city development has been accompanied by complex digital transformation. In the intelligent
digital city, its governance is based on data, i.e. „data – governed city“, which is a key component of
the city ecosystem and its parts – smart housing and communal services, smart energy, smart
transport, smart healthcare, etc.
Sustainable development should be taken in account during the city governance system improvement. Sustainable development is a broad – spectrum subject matter aimed primarily at ensuring the future for the following generations. The document „Transformation of Our World: Agenda
2030 for Sustainable Development“ also points it out, interconnecting three dimensions of sustainable development: the economic, the social, and the environmental dimension. It is an UN development program for period of years 2015 - 2030.
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The program comprises total of 17 goals, amongst them also assurance of open approach,
safety, resistance and environmental sustainability of cities and villages. Smart city represents one of
the concepts of permanently sustainable development of principles and their application.
Caragliu et al. also state that smart city is close to permanently sustainable development [2].
They point out that city can be classified as a smart city when the investment in cybernetic infrastructure is aimed at supporting sustainable economic growth, life standard improvement, and effective management of natural resources.
Smart City is defined in the paper „Mapping Smart Cities in the EU“ dated 2014, as a city
„that makes efforts to solve its public issues most effectively through application of information –
communication technologies“[3]. According to Fabianová, smart city is capable of providing all services to the citizens in the most effective way, and concurrently creates jobs, supports innovations,
research, new ideas, respects the environment and considers the citizens´ opinions. It is a city that
controls its mobility, energy consumption, buildings, city space and digital information in an energy
efficient and sustainable manner in favor of its citizens, employees and tourists [4].
Main idea of the „smart city“ is simple – the citizens should live a comfortable life, business
activities should be effective and easy, and the public offices should successfully control it all. In
fact, this approach has been materialized in the form of digital ecosystem that joins all components
of infrastructure: from transport and social institutions up to the city properties. Such integration is
feasible through the Internet of Things (IoT). This term should be interpreted as identification of
things and monitoring of their movement in the Internet space. Along with open data, the Internet of
Things has been frequently used in the smart city concepts [5][29].
The following components are of high importance for every smart city:
- Digital platform, being a „heart“ of a smart city since it regulates all processes
in the city infrastructure.
- Sensors and sensor systems ensuring data collection from the users
and various city systems in the digital ecosystem of the smart city,
- Citizens and social institutions that are an integral part of the smart city.
Based on the above stated components, a smart city can control its data, energy, space and
information in autonomous and most efficient way in order to improve the citizens´ life standard [6].
The term „smart city“ is interpreted in various ways but all of them stipulate the essential role of
information and communication technologies (ICT) that help to support current processes of city life
in the most efficient way, engaging the citizens, enterprises and institutions. According to Slávik,
ICT represents an important tool helping reach the economic and social goals of the smart city [5].
Definition by the European Committee dated 2018 also points it out, considering Smart City as a city
using traditional networks and services more effectively thanks to implementation of digital and
communication technologies, which positively impact upon the citizens and the business activities
as such [7]. Giffinger specified 6 essential characteristics that should be developed in sake of as fast
as possible progress in the fulfillment of the Smart Cities concept [8, 3]; see the following picture
(Fig.1).
Projects that European and world cities implement in order to get closer to the Smart Cities
concept include mostly those associated with transport and environment, for example sustainable
commuting system, transport vehicles sharing, transport control, integrated multimodal public commuting system, innovative solutions in the area of lighting, heating, power engineering, and waste
management [9].
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Smart Economy

Smart Mobility
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Smart Environment

Smart Governance

Smart Living

SMART CITY
Fig.1. Dimension of Smart City.

1 Smart City in Russia
In case of development of smart cities, Russia has been highly subordinated to head economies and projects in progress they are mainly associated with digital and intellectual solutions of
particular city services and infrastructures. Russia has generally not ranked on the top positions in
the published international ratings of smart cities.
According to a few estimations, the volume of smart city technologies market should reach
USD 2.4 billion till 2025. In fact, Russia is not a participant to these markets, which has been to large
extent attributable to insufficient readiness of Russian cities for digital transformation. [10]
A few measures have been declared within the program „Digital Economy of the Russian
Federation“, adopted by the Russian Government in 2017, which should influence the smart cities
development [11].
In 2018, the Russian Ministry of Construction started preparing the Smart City program implementation plan, naming twenty cities that started with the program implementation. Following the
global standards, Russian cities will have to acquire the systems of technology control, for example
Internet of Things, where every part of the system, every object interacts with the other ones through
the Internet.
In the spring 2019, the Russian Ministry of Construction along with the Central Development
Center and Competence Center presented the „Smart City“ concept of technology implementation in
the Russian cities. The concept was based on the analytic materials prepared by Center for Strategic
Development „Northwest“ and published in the form of an expert-analytic report „Priority Paths of
Smart City Technology Implementation in Russian Cities“ [12].
Main trends in the document are dedicated to technology solutions and institutional changes
whose implementation should ensure development of a modern city governance system. Main principles of Smart City Concept implementation in Russia correspond to: human orientation, technology
infrastructure, effective city governance, comfortable city environment, and economic feasibility of
the solutions [13].
Requirement of transition to integrated intellectual solutions has been gradually presented in
the Russian cities, and smart city concept implementation is perceived as an element of digital society
and economy formation in Russia.
Selection of an optimum digital transformation scenario depends to large extent on the goals
that the city set forth, and on the initial conditions of digital technology development.
5
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Three models of digital transition can be distinguished for various types of Russian cities:
• decentralized model of digital transition – in Moscow, Petersburg, and in cities with more
than 1 million citizens where digital transformation takes place upon participation of high amount of
businesses, and in the conditions of significant market capacity for smart city technology implementation;
• centralized model of digital transition – suitable for big and medium size cities where the
process of digital transformation is coordinated by the local self – government bodies, mobilizing all
available sources and engaging high amount of process participants therein;
• local action model - suitable for big and medium size cities where certain problematic infrastructure sectors are subject to insufficient digital transformation sources.
A complex of the existing barriers will have to be overcome for purpose of successful implementation of any of the above models, including implementation of institutional changes related to
the improvement of law regulation and the system of digital transition control on the level of local
self- government, as well as mechanisms of coordination of transition to intelligent smart cities on
federal level. Such processes could be started up through implementation of smart city pilot projects
in special experimental zones. Independent polygons could exist for preparation of priority digital
solutions, as well as the whole cities whose control functions allow for testing the concept on the
entire site level (for example city Kronstadt) [10].
We have to admit that projects implemented in a Russian smart city are associated especially
with digitalization and intellectual solutions for particular services and infrastructure elements.
In the area of transformation to „smart cities“, many Russian cities face problem in the form
of insufficient regulation, not enough funds from the budget and necessary infrastructure. Using infrastructure developed as a part of the program Safe City, implemented in many Russian cities in the
previous three years, can refer to one of the problem solutions.
„Smart“ potential of a city depends on whether or not there is a place for every citizen with
his/her needs and ideas of city development. Involvement of citizens in the active work in this area
represents the most important task of the competent authorities, namely in territorial development
planning and public control over the implemented decisions. Attention is also paid to education.
A new university profile should be opened under the name „Information Sources Management“ (specialization „State and City Government“) for purpose of successful modern city development. Such
approach will prepare the experts with complex knowledge and skills, required for high professional
smart city information system management. The graduates will be able to find a job in the city governance sector and to successfully communicate with citizens and enterprises, which should ensure
permanently sustainable development of Russian smart cities.
Lack of data centers is another major problem of the smart cities, where all information from
the city sensors is processed. Analysis of publishing activity indicates that own technology means
are missed in Russia in most areas of smart city development [14]. Security problem of personal data
and Internet of Things has been also highlighted, indicating not so optimistic future of the smart
cities. With the aim to successfully resolve the issues of smart cities development in Russia, the
country should be inspired by international experience in the Smart City system implementation in
various world cities.

2 Smart City in Slovakia
According to the Slovak Ministry of Economy (guarantor for strategy of innovations creation and implementation including small and medium business support), the term Smart City has
been perceived in Slovakia as an innovative approach to the development of cities and city regions,
their governance and planning, applying technical and technology innovations including information
6
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and communication technologies. It is an effort for increase of life standard and quality of business
environment in cities and regions, increase of their operation effectiveness, aimed at increasing their
safety, cleanliness, energy savings, and ability of their response to current and future social, ecological and other challenges and needs [9].
The Slovak Office of the Deputy Prime Minister for Investments and Informatics Solutions
(UPVII) is a central coordination body that presented three necessary steps that Slovakia should made
in order to support smart cities [15]:
1.

2.

3.

Website platform containing all information related to the OP calls, information for selfgovernments, inspiring projects from Slovakia and abroad, contacts and reference to smart
advisors, etc. on a single website.
The system of activities aimed at defining OPs (operating programs) that they will be funded
from. OPs shall be included in the pilot scheme that offer solutions feasible for smart cities,
namely OP Environment, OP Integrated Infrastructure, OP Effective Public Administration,
and OP Integrated Regional Operating Program.
Publishing the calls for smart city concept support; provided that an advisory call center
should be established for smaller cities.

At the end of January 2019, the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister for Investments and
Informatics Solutions put into service the internet portal www.smartcity.gov.sk, where the applicants,
cities and villages, and the whole public can find necessary information about the OP calls and the
smart city topic. Support has been primarily directed to the area of power engineering, transport,
environment, informatics solutions and waste management. The website contains summary of activity funding opportunities in the area of Smart Cities from the EU Structural and Investment Funds
but also from other available sources [16].
Furthermore, the website contains contact numbers to established advisory – information centers in all regions, helping with reparation of European projects in the area of smart city free of charge
[17].
The document „Support of Innovative Solutions in Slovak Cities“ represents the basis of
Smart City projects support in Slovakia. Self-government is a recipient of the innovative solution
projects and enterprises with creative and innovative potential representing a driving force (Support
of Innovative Solutions in Slovak Cities). Within the latest period, increasing interest in the Smart
City concept has been reported from the Slovak self-governments´ environment, expressed through
the implementation of various projects despite of the absence of Smart City system support. Implementation of the smart solutions offers the new opportunities of self-government control improvement, more effective cooperation between particular departments, as well as possibilities of better
interconnection between self-governments and citizens including personnel provision for development of smart solutions and innovations, and their evaluation and implementation [18].
„Smart“ governance is at the beginning of every good idea, exactly defining the areas of required improvement. As an example, it is commuting system in some cities, while in the other ones
it is waste management or optimized use of the city energy. Often it is all together at once – cameras,
traffic density, available parking lots, air quality, smart lights, and smart containers. All this can be
monitored, data summarized in a single place, analyzed and optimized subsequently. Technologies
developed currently also in Slovakia serve for this purpose [19].
The Smart City topic represents one of the priorities of Slovakia also during preparation of
partner agreement for the new program period 2021 – 2027. Slovakia is interested in the increased
utilization of recoverable funding forms in the new program period, and in further development of
cooperation with the European Investment Bank that the Memorandum of Cooperation was signed
with. The Memorandum will help us effectively spend the EU Structural and Investment Funds during the new program period for sustainable development of cities and regions, based on low-carbon
economy [20].
7
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3 Analysis of Smart City Evaluation in Moscow and in Bratislava
Fulfillment of the Smart City concept can be evaluated through various indexes. We chose
three of them to compare the Russian and the Slovak capital city:
1.

2.
3.

IMD Smart City Index (IMD SCI) that is a result of the analysis made by the Smart City
Observatory of the Global Competitive Center in cooperation with the Singapore University
of Technology and Design.
IESE Cities in Motion (CIMI) is a research platform launched jointly by the Center for
Globalization and Strategy and IESE Business School’s Department of Strategy.
Index of Smart Cities developed by the company Easy Park (SCI EP).

The results are presented in the following tables prepared according to evaluation of the above
stated companies.
Table 1. Rating of analyzed places according to selected indices.
Rating
Country
Capital City
IMD SCI 2019
CIMI 2019
SCI EP 2019
Russia
Moscow
86
97
72
Slovakia
Bratislava
84
70
83
Number of Cities Compared
from 102 Cities
from 100 Cities
from 174 Cities

The results in (Tab.1) indicate that Bratislava ranked on better positions than Moscow within
evaluation of CIMI and SCI EP index. On the contrary, Moscow ranked higher than Bratislava in
case of IMD SCI index application. In the following section we focused on more detail picture of the
areas of evaluation, namely which one of them are more dominant in which city in case of particular
indexes.
Index IMD SCI is an index pointing out the Smart City perception through the citizens´ opinions set off by economic and technology aspects. (IMD Smart City Index) [21]. It evaluates five key
areas (health and security, mobility, activities, opportunities and the public matters administration)
in two fundamental pillars (Tab.2). The first pillar is a structure referring to the existing city infrastructure, and the second pillar represents the technologies, namely technological provision and services available to the citizens [22].
Table 2. Comparison IMD SCI in Moscow and in Bratislava
Structures
Technologies
Evaluation area
Moscow
Bratislava
Moscow
Bratislava
Health, Safety
48,934
48,63
49,536
63,773
Mobility
27,525
46,345
42,76
60,04
Activities
53,345
74,45
74,725
83,47
Opportunities
59,236
56,013
63,88
69,123
(Work, School)
Governance
44,195
43,647
46,96
58,605

Presented data indicate that Moscow dominates over Bratislava especially in evaluation of the
second pillar. Bratislava is more dominant in case of the first pillar in the area of health, security and
the opportunities. The biggest difference between the two cities was reported in the area of activities
and mobility.
IMD Smart City Index is considered the first global index evaluating the city „Smart“ level,
evaluating the city municipalities also according to citizens´ perception and indicated in the conducted opinion poll.
8
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From a list of 15 indicators, survey respondents were asked to select 5 that they perceived as
the most urgent for their city. The higher the percentage of responses per area, the greater the priority
for the city (Fig.2).
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Moskva

Bratislava

Fig.2. % of respondents who chose the Priority Area: Moscow and Bratislava.
The stated opinion poll indicates that the first three areas are considered most urgent by the
citizens of both Moscow and Bratislava. Different opinions were reported on the 4th place where air
pollution dominates in Moscow while in Bratislava they are green areas. The analyzed cities didn´t
show major difference on the fifth place. Comparison showed significant difference in the public
commuting system that ranked on the 6th place in Bratislava and on the last position in Moscow in
the terms of urgency. This result is associated with the fact that Moscow ranked much higher in the
area of mobility.
Index CIMI evaluates (Tab.3) the development level of nine key areas (economy, human capital, social cohesion, environment, public governance, city planning, international influence, technologies, and mobility and transport). Maximum reached Score CIMI refers to 200 points, the higher is
the value, the better is ranking. Along with the ranking score, the next table shows the order of analyzed cities in particular areas of evaluation. [23]
Table 3. Comparison CIMI in Moscow and in Bratislava.
Moskva
Bratislava
Evaluation area
Ranking
Score CIMI
Ranking
Score CIMI
Mobility and Transportation
85
65
Technology
113
92
International on treach
122
73
55,91
59,92
Urban Planning
67
22
Governance
50
43
Environment
136
35
Social Cohesion
163
14
Human Capital
49
7
Economy
100
91
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Based on the data, we can state that Bratislava reached score 59,92 and ranked higher than
Moscow. Our capital city was better evaluated especially in the area of social cohesion and environment. Moscow ranked much worse in these areas. We should state that Moscow was evaluated very
high in the area of human capital which is mainly associated with education.
Index SCI developed by EP considers seven basic criterions that summarize the data of other
indicators in the area of transport and mobility (car sharing services, traffic, public transport, e-charge
spots and infrastructure investments), sustainability (clean energy, smart building, waste disposal,
environmental protection, environmental performance), governance (citizen participation, digitalization of government, urban planning, and education), innovation economy (business ecosystem,
blockchain ecosystem), digitalization (4G LTE, Internet speed, Wifi hotspots, smartphone penetration, cyber security), and living standard and expert perception. Each factor is evaluated by score
within 1 – 10; the higher is the score, the better is evaluation. (Tab.4) contains calculation of the
average score in particular areas of evaluation. [24]
Table 4. Comparison Rank Score in Moscow and in Bratislava according SCI EP.

Evaluation area
Transport and Mobility:
- smart parking
- car sharing services
- traffic
- public transport
- e-charge spots
- infrastructure investments
Sustainability:
- clean energy
- smart building
- waste disposal
- environmental protection
- environmental performance
Governance:
- citizen participation
- digitalization of government
- urban planning
- education
Innovation Economy:
- business ecosystem
- blockchain ecosystem
Digitalization:
- 4G LTE
- Internet speed
- Wifi hotspots
- smartphone penetration
- cyber security
Living Standard
Expert Perception

10

Moskva
5,015
2,78
9,47
1,45
1,08
9,09
6,22
2,772
4,15
4,03
2,07
1,08
2,53 rank/score
4,6875
4,29
1,54
9,39
6,29
1,53
5,03
1
9,06
4,134
1,68
2,29
10
2,6
4,1
1,68
6,64

Bratislava
4,335
5,13
3,04
7,58
3,87
4,33
2,06
3,97
4,31
1,91
2,3
7,81
3,52 rank/score
5,75
5
2,86
5,92
7,20
7,05
6,74
6,45
7,03
4,876
6,75
7,58
5,69
1,92
2,44
2,74
9,16
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The table indicates that Bratislava reached better evaluation score. The best results were
achieved in the evaluation of Expert Perception (Moscow score 6,64 and Bratislava score 9,16). Of
the partial indicators, Bratislava reached the highest value in Sustainability in the indicator of environmental protection (score 7,81). Moscow reported major deviations in particular values. The best
results was reached in transport and mobility in the indicators - car sharing services (score 9,47) and
e-charge spots (score 9,09). The best rated indicator is wifi hotspots (max. score 10) in digitization.

4 Discussion
The presented evaluation results don´t show major differences in the ranking of compared
cities within the global Smart City ranking. The order of the cities mostly depends on the type of
evaluation index and the indicators that are taken in account in determination of Smart City level in
particular index. This is why the results differ from one another in the comparison when various
indexes are used. Major success of Moscow refers to evaluation according to index CIMI where the
city ranked on the 7th position in the global ranking in the area of human capital, mostly associated
with education quality. Moscow ranked behind London, Los Angeles, New York, Boston, Berlin and
Paris. Accordingly, people, their education and increase of digital literacy are considered one of the
most important factors of Smart City development in Russia.
Comparing Bratislava and Moscow, we can state that Moscow ranked better in the area mobility in all evaluations. Moscow reached more positive results also in the area of technologies
and governance. On the other hand, Bratislava dominates in the area of environment and social cohesion.
Both cities developed the Smart City development concept that has been continuously improved. In Bratislava, it is the concept called Reasonable Bratislava 2030. This concept represents
an open intention of the whole city development, aimed at contributing to the life standard improvement. In the document, our capital city decided to seek reasonable solutions in 12 areas, namely in
the city governance, mobility, power engineering, environment, circulation economy, undertaking,
public space, education, social inclusion, culture, tourism, and sport. The area of environment (79.2
%) and mobility (71.8 %) are considered of key importance according to conducted opinion poll.
[25].
Within the support of these areas, Bratislava has implemented a few projects, for example Up!
City, Bike sharing, Pilot Project of Semi-Underground Containers, Pilot Project of Public Commuting System Preference, Electronic Solution of Bratislava Self-government Services, Contact Point of
Services for Citizens, Bratislava City Card, etc. [26].
In the capital of Russia, work continues on the digital strategy of Moscow, Smart City - 2030.
It is proposed to use two indexes as important indicators of the strategy: quality of life and quality of
the urban environment.
In general, “Smart City - 2030” is a high-level strategic document that is being developed by
the Moscow Department of Information Technologies with the involvement of experts, the business
community and citizens. The document defines the goals, objectives and directions of further development of Moscow as an innovative smart city of the future [27].
A unique ecosystem is being created in Moscow - a set of digital services, services and capabilities, platforms for business interaction with the city, consumers and partners, the key element of
which is a personal account on the official portal of the mayor mos.ru. With its help, entrepreneurs
can receive 90 public services, more than half of them exclusively in electronic form.
Today, the key task of the municipalities of the Russian Federation is the creation of a single
IT platform, which should become the basis for the development of smart cities.
The introduction of modern technology requires a major infrastructure upgrade. One of the
key projects is the creation of a 3D map of Moscow. In the future, this technology can be used to
build routes for unmanned vehicles or aircraft.
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For urban planning and city management, it is almost indispensable. For example, it is possible to select a specific point on the map and get all the information about this territory: about accomplishment, urban development, underground utilities, documentation. This function helps the city
government to quickly make management decisions and monitor the execution of orders. In the future, all projects implemented in Moscow will initially be “embedded” in a 3D city, where they will
evaluate their impact on citizens. It will be possible to calculate the load of the building on the existing infrastructure of the city and, for example, evaluate how much it fits into the architecture of the
quarter. [28].

Conclusion
Innovations and information-communication technologies represent the basis of Smart city.
Using the advanced technologies, e.g. „Internet of Things“, „Big Data“, „Machine Learning“ improves the city governance and social-economic city indicators, and increases quality of provided
services and quality of the environment. The city is progressing and becomes more attractive for its
citizens and visitors. The Smart City concept becomes a fundamental strategic document of cities,
implemented in gradual steps.
Active attitude of the cities to the development of smart city concept represents the basis of
success and progress in the global rating systems. Many companies, research and education institutions develop and continuously improve the Smart City indexes that determine the position of particular cities, highlighting the quality of their key areas. Results of these ratings map the situation
and refer to a good starting point of the system improvement. In this way, the cities can become more
comfortable, secure and open to useful innovations in the future; capable to better ensure their competitiveness and sustainability.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTROL MODEL
FOR THE “SMART HOME” SYSTEM
Igor Lvovich, Emma Lvovich, Yury Preobrazhenski

Abstract:
This paper describes the possibilities for the development of smart home systems. In the definition of
such a concept, the basic concept is associated with a complex system having a single control panel.
The modern concept that describes a smart home is defined as a set of control systems that can respond
to the presence of a person and the environment with a subsequent solution, which is aimed at creating
favorable and comfortable living conditions. The user preference model includes categories of people
that have restrictions on certain factors influencing them, and also includes the priority of profiles. All
categories of users are divided into legitimate and illegitimate. The tenants of the house are legitimate,
and the guests are illegitimate. The model of the house is described. It includes a house plan, equipment
composition and its initial state. A model of the situation is described. It is formed from the following
components: those present in the room, the current equipment settings, external factors, the knowledge
base. A description of the decision tree is given. On its basis, a methodology for the formation of
knowledge structures is implemented, which provides the logic of the operation of the intellectual core
of the smart home system. The description of the methodology for assessing the effectiveness of the
“Smart House“ system is given. It includes rules on how to approach the assessment of the level of
comfort and safety, general recommendations, how to calculate intermediate indicators, how to form a
scale and calculate the final result. The developed technique can be used to develop various options for
implementing smart home systems.
Keywords:
Computer network, traffic loading, protocol.
ACM Computing Classification System:
Network protocols, network algorithms, network types.

Introduction
A smart home is a modern type of residential building, organized for people to live with the
help of automation and high-tech devices. A smart home is a system that ensures safety, comfort and
resource efficiency for all users.
According to the original idea, “Smart Home” does not imply the implementation of intelligent control of the environment (even the original word smart is understood here in the sense of
convenient). The system is controlled by profiles with priorities or in manual mode (from the remote
control).
But with the development of artificial intelligence systems and the expansion of the functionality of the equipment, it is the “intelligent” control of the environment that becomes quite feasible
and even desirable. In which the “smart home” system is a “thinking building” that independently
makes decisions in changing circumstances.
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The existing traditional approach to designing a “smart home” is based on profile management. By a profile in work, we mean a set of individual settings that determine within what limits to
support certain parameters, depending on the status (with or without a profile, belonging to vulnerable categories or not). Initially, several profiles are created for each user, defining within what limits
to maintain certain parameters (air temperature, ventilation, lighting, etc.).
During operation, each user of such a system is forced to manually reconfigure his profile or
be content with the parameters of the microclimate of the dominant (higher priority) profile. As long
as there is one person in a separate room or there are no vulnerable categories of people, such management pays off. But it does not make the system flexible when in the presence of several people it
is necessary to find a compromise between comfort and safety.
The safety of people (not only residents of the “Smart Home” with customized profiles) is an
important factor, which cannot be taken into account with a “formal” approach. It defines how the
system should react to the presence of certain vulnerable categories of people: infants, preschool
children, pregnant women, people with disabilities, etc.
There are specific restrictions for them, regardless of the premises and the people already
there.

1 The Model of User Preferences in the “Smart Home” (SH) System
The user preference model includes categories of people that have restrictions on certain factors influencing them, and also includes the priority of profiles.
The main aspects are their categories: legitimacy, priorities, interactions with specific types
of equipment in specific rooms.
The user preference model is included in the settings. The model describes the main indicators
about a person and his preferences (age, profile, etc.).
Profile status:





Personal profile status (customized);
Restrictive (required);
Low priority (advisory);
High priority.

The classes of people are shown in (Fig.1):
1. Infant - a person aged from birth to one year. Distinguish between the neonatal period (the
first 4 weeks after birth) and infancy (from 4 weeks to 1 year). During such a period, the
influence of harmful factors on health and the special attention of adults should be taken
into account.
2. Child - a person aged 1 to 11 years. Distinguish between the nursery or preschool period
(from 1 year to 3 years), preschool period (from 3 to 7 years), primary school age (from 7
to 11 years). During such a period, the influence of harmful factors on the health and
attention of adults should be taken into account.
3. A teenager is a person between the ages of 11 and 18. The transitional stage between
childhood and adulthood.
4. A pregnant woman is a person who is in a special condition in which a developing embryo
or fetus is located in his reproductive organs. In this condition, the influence of harmful
factors on health should be taken into account.
5. Elderly - a person between the ages of 75 and 90. The period of life when some functions
in his body fail.
16
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6. People with disabilities (only from residents):
- by movement
- by manipulation
7. Without special restrictions - people in adolescence, adulthood, mature age who have no
restrictions on health.

Fig.1. User classes.
Also, all categories of users are divided into legitimate and illegitimate. The tenants of the
house are legitimate, and the guests are illegitimate.
Legitimate users have personal settings (profiles) in the SH system. The user adjusts his preferences, and the system adapts to him. And illegitimate users are divided into classes and have generalized settings.
The system affects the object, but its preferences are usually not taken into account. And
therefore, as a rule, some of the legitimate and illegitimate users will have the same preferable microclimate settings, some do not, and some may be harmed by the system. This raises the problem
that not only residents, but also guests should have user profiles, and since all profiles cannot be
made, a compromise must be sought. Therefore, in a specific situation, the compromise profile should
be automatically determined in the process of determining a certain number of people and quality in
the room. Therefore, we are talking not just about a compromise, but a dynamic synthesis of profile
settings.
In conflict situations between profiles of different users, it is necessary to take into account
not only the status of the profile, but also to focus on the restrictions for vulnerable categories of
users.
Restrictions for certain (vulnerable) categories of citizens:
1. It is harmful for infants, children, pregnant women and the elderly to be in a room where
the temperature is below or above the specified norm, so the temperature must be maintained from 20-22 °C.
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2. It is harmful for pregnant women and babies to be in a room with loud music, so lower the
volume at the upper limit of the noise level.
3. Babies, children and the elderly should not be in a room with open windows and therefore
close the windows as appropriate to ensure draft-free conditions.
4. It is not safe for infants and children to be in a room where there are electrical appliances
with increased danger, so turn them off if there is no adult in the room. (Fig.1) - User
classes.

2 A Model House
The house model includes the house plan, equipment composition and its initial state. A
room belonging to the “Living room” class should, as a rule, define some equipment:









temperature sensor;
a window opened / closed sensor;
lighting;
air conditioner;
control of sockets;
audio multimedia;
heating control;
electrical appliances.

A room belonging to the “Bedroom” class should define the equipment:








temperature sensor;
a window opened / closed sensor;
lighting;
air conditioner;
control of sockets;
heating control;
electrical appliances.

A room belonging to the “Kitchen” class should define the equipment:









temperature sensor;
a window opened / closed sensor;
lighting;
air conditioner;
control of sockets;
heating control;
water control sensor;
electrical appliances.

A room belonging to the class “Bathroom” should define the equipment:
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temperature sensor;
lighting (general, special);
air conditioner;
heating control;
water control sensor.
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The house model also includes data on external factors:
 time of day;
 weather data;
 noise level (outside the window).
When hosts and / or guests appear in one of the rooms, it is necessary to apply an existing
profile, or synthesize a new profile.
A situation model is needed in order to see how the system should respond to general vulnerable categories of people.

3 Model of the Situation
The situation model consists of the following components:





those present in the room;
current equipment settings;
external factors;
knowledge base.

The decision making model depends on time, the number of hosts, the number of guests and
is set from a subset of hosts and guests:
𝑀𝑑𝑒𝑐(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠, 𝑔𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠) = {ℎ}{𝑔},

(1)

where Мdec is the decision-making matrix; time-time; host - host; state guest. The adjacency
matrix depends on the model of the house, the model of external factors and the models of profiles:
М𝑎 = (Мℎ, М𝑒𝑥, М𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓),

(2)

where Мa - adjacency matrix; Мh - house model; Мex - model of external factors; Мprof profile model. The model of the situation can be with or without conflict.
If one person or several with the same requirements appears in the room, then this situation
will be considered conflict-free and the system selects an already existing profile. If people appear
in the room with conflicting requirements, then the situation will be conflict. Risk situations: - maintain an optimal temperature (especially for babies, children, pregnant women and the elderly); - limit
the sound volume; - ensure the absence of drafts; - turn off high-risk electrical appliances (if there is
an infant, child, teenager or elderly person in the room). Any deviations from the norm can not only
be felt at the physical level, but also lead to a deterioration in well-being, and in some cases to an
exacerbation of various chronic diseases.

4 Decision Tree
The methodology for the formation of knowledge structures that provide the logic of the
work of the intellectual core of the CA system involves the compilation of a knowledge field, its
formalization in the form of a structured decision tree, and then identifying a set of rules for logical
generalizations. Having such structures, a solver (decision-making kernel) is formed, which provides
algorithmic development of situational traversal of the decision tree.
The general decision tree is shown in (Fig.2).
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Let's consider each fragment of the tree in more detail. Let us illustrate a fragment of the
knowledge field of the expert system, which is responsible for controlling the volume level of multimedia systems, highlighting three levels of generalization:
1. The first level is the categorization of input data that determines the situation of choosing
the settings of the multimedia system.
2. The second level is a generalization of the initial data, in the form of a set of hypotheses.
3. The third level is the conclusion of the nature of the control action on the multimedia
system.
Let's represent the decision tree in the form of a graph, which is shown in (Fig.2), detailing
each level of the composition decision tree. The first level will have six vertices: “Room type”, “Current volume level of the multimedia system”, “Preferred volume level of the priority (master) profile”, “Presence of a child in the room”, “Presence of a pregnant woman in the room” and “Presence
in room of an elderly person or a person with disabilities”.
We detail the first level. The first vertex is “Room type”. This vertex can take the following
values: “Kitchen”; “Bedroom”; “Bathroom”; “Living room and others”.
The second peak is “Current value of the volume level of the multimedia system”, which
reflects the quantitative value of the current volume level setting for the multimedia system, which
after fuzzification will take one of the following states: “Quiet”; “Average volume”; “Loud”; “Very
loud”. The next vertex is “Preferred volume level of the priority (master) profile”, which takes one
of the following values: “Quiet”; “Average volume”; “Loud”; “Very loud”.
Vertices “The presence of a child / pregnant woman / elderly person or a person with a disability in the room” are discrete and refer exclusively to guests (those who do not have a configured
profile in the CA system).

Fig.2. Fragment of the decision tree for controlling the volume level
of the multimedia system in the SH.
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At the second level of generalization, the following hypotheses will be tested: “The degree of
danger for vulnerable categories”, “The comfort level of legitimate users” and “The comfort level of
illegitimate users”. The top “Degree of danger for vulnerable categories” (the possibility of causing
harm) is represented by the following states: “Not dangerous”; “Minor”; “Significant”. The next
peak - “The level of comfort of legitimate users” takes the following values: “Meets expectations”;
“Doesn't meet expectations”. And the top “Comfort level of illegitimate users” can take on the following values: “Not taken into account”; “Acceptable”; “Not acceptable.”
At the third level (pin level) there will be one vertex - this is the “New value of the volume of
the multimedia system”, which has the following values:
“Leave the volume at the current level”; “Decrease the volume level to the safety margin”;
“Increase the volume to the comfort limit”. On (Fig.2) it is shown, at the combination of which peaks
of the first level, each of the peaks of the second level is obtained. And the totality of all peaks of the
second level determines the value of the only peak of the third level. Similarly, consider the part of
the decision tree responsible for lighting control, which is shown in (Fig.3), highlighting three levels
of generalization:
1. The first level is the categorization of the input data that determines the situation of choosing the lighting settings.
2. The second level is a generalization of the initial data, in the form of a set of hypotheses.
3. The third level is the conclusion of the nature of the control effect on lighting. The first
level will have six vertices: “Type of lighting”, “Degree of ambient lighting”, “Current
lighting value”, “Preferred lighting level of the priority (master) profile”, “Presence of a
child in the room”, “Presence of a pregnant woman in the room” and “The presence of an
elderly person or a person with disabilities in the room”, “Room type”. We detail the first
level.
4. The first vertex is Lighting Type. This vertex can take the following values: “General”;
“Special”; “Bathroom”. The second vertex is “Ambient Light Degree”; “Dim”; “Light”;
“Very light”. The following vertices - “Current illumination value” and “Preferred illumination level of the priority master profile”, take values: “On”; “Turned off”.
5. Vertices “The presence of a child / pregnant woman / elderly person or a person with a
disability in the room” are discrete and refer exclusively to guests (those who do not have
a configured profile in the CA system).
At the second level of generalization, the following hypotheses will be tested: “Comfort level
of legitimate users” and “Comfort level of illegitimate users”. Top - “Comfort level of legitimate
users” takes the following values: “Meets expectations”; “Doesn't meet expectations”. And the top
“Comfort level of illegitimate users” can take on the following values: “Not taken into account”;
“Acceptable”; “Not acceptable”.
At the third level (pin level) there will be one vertex - this is the “New value of the lighting
level”, which has the following values: “None”; “Reduce lighting level”; “Raise lighting level to the
comfort limit”. The next fragment of the decision tree, which is responsible for temperature management, shown in (Fig.4), highlighting three levels of generalization:
1. The first level is the categorization of the input data that determine the situation for choosing temperature settings.
2. The second level is a generalization of the initial data, in the form of a set of hypotheses.
3. The third level is the conclusion of the nature of the control action on the temperature.
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Fig.3. Fragment of a decision tree for controlling the level of lighting in the SH system.
At the first level there is (Fig.4): “Current value of windows”, “Current value of ventilation”,
“Current value of air conditioning”, “Current value of heating”, “Preferred level of opening windows
of the priority (master) profile”, “Preferred level of ventilation of the priority (master's) profile”,
“Preferred level of air conditioning of the priority (master) profile”, “Preferred level of heating of the
priority (master) profile”, “Temperature outside”, “Presence of a child in the room”, “Presence of a
pregnant woman in the room”, “The presence of an elderly person or a person with disabilities in the
room”, “Room type”. We detail the first level.
The first vertex is the “Current value of windows”. This vertex can take the following values:
“Open”; “Closed”; “Micro ventilation”. The next peaks are “Current ventilation value”, “Current air
conditioning value”, “Current heating value”, “Preferred ventilation operation level of the priority
(master) profile”, “Preferred air conditioning operation level of the priority (master) profile”, “Preferred heating operation level priority (master) profile”, take the following values: “Disabled” ; “Minimum”; “Maximum”. Top - “Preferred level for opening windows of the priority (master) profile”,
takes on the values: “Open”; “Closed”; “Micro ventilation”. And the top - “Temperature outside”,
takes on the values: “Heat”; “Cool”; “Coldly”.
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Fig.4. Fragment of a decision tree for temperature control in the SH system.
At the second level of generalization, the following hypotheses will be tested: “Leading hazard category”, “Direction of temperature change”, “Comfort level of legitimate and illegitimate users”, “Leading temperature control” and “Leading air conditioning control”. Vertex - “Leading hazard category”, takes the following values: “None”; “Child”; “Pregnant woman”, “Elderly or disabled
person”; The next peak - “The comfort level of legitimate and illegitimate users” takes the following
values: “Both are satisfied”; “The first is satisfied, the second is dissatisfied”; “The first is dissatisfied, the second is satisfied”.
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And the tops “Leading temperature control” and “Leading air conditioning control” take the
values: “Windows”, “Air conditioning”, “Ventilation”, “Heating”. At the third level (output level)
there will be tops - “Windows” , “Air conditioning”, “Ventilation”, “Heating”.
The top “Windows” has the following meanings: “Open”; “Closed”; “Micro ventilation”. And
the top of “Air Conditioning”, “Ventilation”, “Heating”: “Off”; “Minimum”; “Maximum”. Consider
the following fragment of a decision tree responsible for water supply management in the Smart
Home system, highlighting three levels of generalization:
 The first level is the categorization of input data that determine the situation
of choosing water supply settings.
 The second level is a generalization of the initial data, in the form of a set of hypotheses.
 The third level is the conclusion of the nature of the control impact on water supply.
We represent the decision tree in the form of a graph in (Fig.5), detailing each level of the
composition decision tree.
The first level will have six vertices: “Room type”, “Current water supply value”, “Water
supply value for the priority (master's) profile”, “Presence of a child in the room”, “Presence of a
pregnant woman in the room” and “Presence of an elderly person in the room or a person with disabilities”.
We detail the first level. The first vertex is “Room type”. This vertex can take the following
values: “Kitchen”; “Bedroom”; “Bathroom”; “Living room and others”. The second vertex is “Water
supply value for the priority (master) profile”, which takes on the following values: “Enabled”;
“Turned off”.
And the vertices “Presence of a child / pregnant woman / elderly person or a person with
disabilities in the room” are discrete and refer exclusively to guests (those who do not have a configured profile in the CA system).
At the second level of generalization, the following hypotheses will be tested: “The degree of
danger for vulnerable categories”, “The comfort level of legitimate users” and “The comfort level of
illegitimate users”.
The top “Degree of danger for vulnerable categories” (the possibility of causing harm) is represented by the following states: “Not dangerous”; “Minor”; “Significant”. The next peak - “The
level of comfort of legitimate users” takes the following values: “Meets expectations”; “Doesn't meet
expectations”.
And the top “Comfort level of illegitimate users” can take on the following values: “Not taken
into account”; “Acceptable”; “Not acceptable”.
At the third level (the level of outputs) there will be one vertex - “Water supply”, which has
the following values: “Enable”; “Turn off”. Let's consider the last fragment of the decision tree,
which is responsible for electricity management in the Smart Home system, shown in (Fig.6), highlighting three levels of generalization:
 The first level is the categorization of input data that determine the situation
of choosing electricity settings.
 The second level is a generalization of the initial data, in the form of a set of hypotheses.
 The third level is the conclusion of the nature of the control effect on electricity.
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Fig.5. Fragment of a decision tree for water supply management in the management system.

Let's represent the decision tree in the form of a graph shown in (Fig.6), detailing each level
of the composition decision tree. The first level will have six vertices: “Room type”, “Current electricity value”, “Electricity value for the priority (master) profile”, “The presence of a child in the
room”, “The presence of a pregnant woman in the room”, “The presence of an elderly person in the
room or a disabled person”, “Appliance type”, and “Age of the oldest person in the room”.
We detail the first level. The first vertex is “Room type”. This vertex can take the following
values: “Kitchen”; “Bedroom”; “Bathroom”; “Living room and others”.
The second vertex is “Electricity value for the priority (master) profile”, which takes on the
following values: “Enabled”, “Turned off”.
And the vertices “Presence of a child / pregnant woman / elderly person or a person with
disabilities in the room” are discrete and refer exclusively to guests (those who do not have a configured profile in the CA system). One more vertex “Device type”, which takes the following values:
“Free sockets”; “Electrical devices with high danger”; “Low Hazard Electrical Appliances”; “Electrical devices with high SH integration”.
At the second level of generalization, the following hypotheses will be tested: “The degree of
danger for vulnerable categories”, “The comfort level of legitimate users” and “The comfort level of
illegitimate users”. The top “Degree of danger for vulnerable categories” (the possibility of harm) is
represented by the following states:
 “Not dangerous”;
 “Minor”;
 “Substantial”.
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Fig.6. Fragment of a decision tree for electricity management in the SH system.
The next peak - “The level of comfort of legitimate users” takes the following values:
 “Meets expectations”;
 “Doesn't meet expectations”.
And the top “Comfort level of illegitimate users” can take on the following values:
 “Not taken into account”;
 “Acceptable”;
 “Not acceptable”.
At the third level (the level of conclusions) there will be one vertex - “Electricity”, which has the
following meanings:
 “Enable”;
 “Turn off”.
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The constructed knowledge field is presented as a collection of production rules of the expert
system. The FLM_Builde program [7] is used as a shell for the formation of the expert system, and
the FLM_Integrator dynamic link library [8] is used as the module for integration with the kernel of
the control system of the SH.
In the program, we transform quantitative indicators into qualitative ones using the fuzzy logic
method. For example, for the indicator “Current value of the volume level of the multimedia system”.
We classify the indicator into groups: “quiet”, “medium volume”, “loud”, “very loud”. Then we
determine how many lines of code a very small function requires on average, how many - medium
and large.

5 A Synthesis Technique
The methodological support of the process of managing the settings of the SH system should
be based on the formation of a dynamic (situational) profile of the operating modes of active equipment.
Let us note the main stages of the dynamic synthesis of the profile (equipment settings) by
the intelligent core of the Smart House control system:
Stage 1. Loading situational data and knowledge from the knowledge base.
Stage 2. Conversion of quantitative indicators into qualitative ones
using the fuzzy logic method (phasification);
Stage 3. Decision making by the CA system (a set of production rules from the knowledge
base) on the values of the settings for each type of equipment in the room
(priority is the safety of vulnerable categories of users);
Stage 4. Formation and application of a dynamic compromise profile based on the solutions
obtained. Filling in all profile parameters with the data that were defined
in the previous step and applying for equipment settings.

6 Methodology for Assessing the Effectiveness
of the “Smart Home” System
The methodology contains rules on how to approach the assessment of the level of comfort
and safety, general recommendations, how to calculate intermediate indicators, how to form a scale
and calculate the final result. Comfort and safety assessment methodology:
Stage 1: Scaling custom aspects from a safety and comfort standpoint
relative to current values;
Stage 2: Assessment of security deviations and preferred settings
from the proposed methodology;
Stage 3: Average value for all rooms in one experiment;
Stage 4: Generalization of assessments of the level of comfort and safety
for a series of experiments.
The scoring model depends on the settings and on the adjacency matrix:
М𝑒𝑣 = (М𝑑𝑒𝑐, М𝑎),

(3)
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where Мev is the evaluation model; Мdec - decision-making matrix; Мa - adjacency matrix. Let's
give an example: consider a compromise profile in a room based on two devices (volume and lighting), when the owner is in the room without any special restrictions and a pregnant woman. The scale
for devices (volume and lighting) is shown in (Fig.7).
Host and guest priorities (safe) are set - settings for the first device (illumination):
Ms1 = strong; (master settings)
Sr1 = not definite; (safety requirements)
Cur1 = weak. (current settings)
Settings for the second device (volume):
Ms2 = high;
Sr2 = medium;
Cur2 = low.

Lighting

Off

Weak

Strong

No

Average

High

Volume (multimedia)

Fig.7. Scaling of tunable devices.

We synthesize a new profile based on the settings (host, security requirements and current
settings). Setting resulting for the first device:
𝑅𝑒𝑠1 = 𝑀𝑠1 × 1,

(4)

where Res1 is the resulting setting; Ms1 – master settings for 1 equipment. For the first device,
the security is not defined, so we take the master's setting. Setting resulting for the second device:
𝑅𝑒𝑠2 = 𝑆𝑟2 × 1,

(5)

where Res2 is the resulting setting; Sr2 - safe requirements; For the second device, it was
determined that the master setting differs from the secure requirements setting and the current setting
differs from the secure requirements setting, then we choose the resulting setting towards security.
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We assess the degree of satisfaction. We calculate the satisfaction of the host and guest using
the formula:
𝑦ℎ,g
𝑦ℎ,g = ∑𝑛
= 0,75
(6)
𝑛

where yh is the owner's satisfaction; yg - guest satisfaction; n is the number of devices. The
owner's satisfaction for the first device from the example is:
𝑦ℎ 1 = 1

(7)

The owner's satisfaction according to the second device is equal to:
𝑦h 2 = 0,5

(8)

𝑦g 1 = 1

(9)

Guest satisfaction for the first device is:

For the first device, the guest has no requirements, so we take the default settings. Guest satisfaction
for the second device is:
𝑦g 2 = 1
(10)
For the second device, the guest's secure profile was adopted to the settings.
Outcome:
The owner's satisfaction in terms of two indicators is equal to:
∑𝑖 𝑦𝑥 =

1,5
2

= 0,75

(11)

Guest satisfaction by two indicators is equal to:
2

∑𝑖 𝑦𝑥 = = 1
2

(12)

Conclusion
A methodological study was carried out and a knowledge base was compiled, including: a
model of a house, a model of a person, a model of a situation and a decision tree.
The house model is presented in the form of a house plan and its composition (types of equipment); The user preference model includes the categories of people who have preferences and restrictions on certain factors influencing them; The situation model consists of the components present
in the room, the current equipment settings and external factors. The decision tree consists of aspects:
volume control (multimedia) in the control system, lighting control in the control system, water supply control in the control system, electricity control in the control system, heating control in the
control system, air conditioning control in the control system. Each aspect involved the development
of a fragment of a decision tree. Based on the results of building the knowledge base, a technique
was proposed for the dynamic synthesis of a compromise profile using the mechanism of intelligent
expert decision making.
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As an implementation, we will choose the expert systems tool. To check the adequacy of the
work of the intelligent core of the control system of the SH, which carries out the dynamic synthesis
of the compromise profile, it is necessary to test the technique on a software simulator.
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THE COMPLEX ECONOMIC NETWORK
CREATED IN STELLA SOFTWARE
A Contribution to Emerging Theory
of Virtual Complex Networks - Part II
Ladislav Andrášik

Abstract:
In the contemporary mainstream economics, there is a persisting reckoning on mathematical apparatus
of Newtonian Mechanics or in better case of first (of Clausius) Thermodynamics. However, the economy
in objective reality isn´t existing as a mechanical system but as such it is living in the form of complex
evolving social organism creating a complex network. De facto economy is a spontaneous product of
great population of Homo sapiens in a very long historical evolution. Problems and difficulties for economics scholars are consisting in fact that such entities in objective reality are not directly observable
and the less they are in whole effectively controlled from separate sole centre. Fortunately the progress
in information and communication technologies (ICT) and mainly in computational intelligence (CI)
are bringing new possibilities for insight if not directly into objective economies thereabout at least into
virtual ones. For such purposes we have constructed a relatively simple software called STELLA. It is
a primordial virtual economy which allows to the user directly in computer to observe the behaviour in
it. However, only a slide showing of snapshots passed from STELLA is less explanatory. For that reason
we must to expend the exposition by voluminous verbal commentaries. On the other hand we must emphasize that “reading” of snapshots from computer simulations is a new very efficient modus of mining
knowledge from complex economic process. In the Part I of this essay we have introduced foundations
of the theory of complex network economies and elementary virtual economies created in software
STELLA. Simulations and deep commentary to behaviour in virtual economy are the purpose of this
Part II of our essay.
Keywords:
Complexity, experiment, graph theory, idiosyncrasies, network, neoclassical economy,
self-reinforcing complexification, STELLA software, teleonomic selection, virtual environment.
ACM Computing Classification System:
Network economics, network performance evaluation, network modelling, network simulation,
network experimentation, network properties.

1 Graphical results of simulation runs: Sequence A
In Part I of our essay we are trying to set down some elementary bases for creating paradigm
of complex network economics. In this Part II we will to show and expose some results of simulation
runs in computer using in STELLA constructed virtual economies published in Part I. The process
of simulation in STELLA virtual economy is somewhat running as it were actually spontaneous.
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It is because we are using built-in regulators which are used for emulating decision making
of CEO´s in individual firms and households in the four sectors of our virtual economy. We will
accede to running the whole model exhibited in (Fig.11) of Part I. The snapshots of (Fig.1) to (Fig.13)
are exposed graphs of simulation results with only single series of realised decisions of CEO´s to
prices and demand, the supplies are untouched. In (Fig.1) we are showing the process of growth of
fixed capital Kfix, which is stored as four parts in four rooms/containers: RoomPi Kfix and the sum
of all that is called Total Kfix. These growths are happen because the technical progress P1A in sector
P1 is sufficiently great to fulfilling the needs (demands) of all four sectors in Kfix. The growth of
Kfix is the lone factor of growth of whole virtual economy, in other words it is depending on P1A,
which is for this case =0.99/per month, consequently the supply of Kfix for investment is the sum of
12 months product of P1QKfix, in first year is = 16 units accumulated in RoomP1 forKfix, (Fig.11)
Part I.
We can directly and clearly see that the process of economic evolution even in this very simple
model is behaving more complex than economic growth being in mind of neoclassical economists.
The evolution in our simple virtual economy is demonstrating natural properties of complexification 1
in very low level of computer running steps. This is basically different process than abstract computation of neoclassical formulas. In the snapshot of (Fig.1) we can see the impact of different time step
longitude on the quality and quantity of evolution in the case of Kfix, which is in our model twelve
months, whilst in the case of other variables is the step longitudes only one month. During a curse of
twelve months of a year the investment product of sector P1 is stockpiles in container RoomP1Kfix
and in next time is realised in the investment good market. On the one hand this is the origin of
economic growth and on the other hand this is invokes fluctuation if all Kfix in one year cycle and in
other variables in cycle one month. This is demonstrated in the snapshot of (Fig.2) for other variables.
On the snapshot of (Fig.3) we can see the fluctuations of total supply of L and the available for using
L in all sectors.

Fig.1. The graphs of fixed capital Kfix2 growth in four years interval of time.

1

By the term complexification in this essay we understand a process of evolving parts and mainly
the economy as a whole having to be more and more complex.
2
For better clearness of models data built in STELLA is not used depreciation of fixed capital Kfix.
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Fig.2. The graphs of circular capital Kcirc growth (total is blue) in four years interval of time.

Fig.3. The graphs of labour forces L growth in four years interval of time.
In (Fig.1 - 3) it is shown a swamp fluctuation of our virtual economic evolution variables: Kfix,
Kcirc, and L. Another picture is shown in the snapshot of (Fig.4) where is depicted a fluctuation of consumption goods CG, which is a sole product only for households. The consumption goods are the primary
important input to economy, without these no economy moreover any social organism cannot exists.
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Because of interplay between Households and P3 sector in quantitative and qualitative volumes
and structures of CG there are emerging strong changes in a type of growth and to loss of structural
stability in the CG production. These all and the inventions in both side that is in demand and supply side
of CG is lead to self-reinforcing the complexity in all economy.

Fig.4. The graphs of consumer goods CG growth in four years interval of time.

For better and deeper insight into whole structure of model we are introduced summing of three
productive factors, which we are not included to Part I of our essay.
In (Fig.7) it is shown the fluctuation of variables: L, Kcirc and CG in one month steps compared
with one year longitude steps of Kfix.
In (Fig.8 - 11) it is shown the behaviour of sector P1, P2, P3 and Households H influenced by
mutual multifarious and reciprocal relations in created and further evolving complex network. The new
approach is lying in possibility directly to observe evolution in different morphological fields and resonances in evolving multilayer network.
Even our realised simulation runs with relatively simple models in STELLA are showing complexification tendencies, which are in neoclassical models with theirs simple mathematical formulas fully
indispensable. The structural and functional complexification of economic evolution is fully natural phenomena, which is realising discretely step by step.
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Fig.5. The sums of three productive factors of virtual economy.
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Fig.6. The graphs of fixed capitals growth of four sectors in longitude of four years interval.

Fig.7. The graphs of production L, Kfix, Kcirc and CG in four years interval.
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Fig.8. The graphs of sector P1 unit’s growth: the values of bank assets.

Fig.9. The graphs of sector P2 unit’s growth: the values of bank assets.
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Fig.10. The graphs of sector P3 unit’s growth: the values of bank assets and CG.

Fig.11. The graphs of household sector H unit’s growth: the values of bank assets and L.
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Fig.12. The graphs of investment goods supply and demands.

Fig.13. The graphs of four bank accounts: results of four years evolution.
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Fig.14. Compound Interest.
The famous scholar of the Center “Leo Apostel” Francis Heylighen in his essay “The structural
and functional complexity during evolution” 5 is clearly demonstrating the reason of such phenomena.
He was writing that “Although the growth of complexity during evolution seems obvious to most observers, it has recently been questioned whether such increase objectively exists” (p.1). In his paper he
“tries to clarify the issue by analysing the concept of complexity as a combination of variety and dependency.” He argues “that variation and selection automatically produce differentiation (variety) and integration (dependency), for living as well as non-living systems”. Structural complexification is produced
by spatial differentiation and the selection of fit linkages between components.
In (Fig.14) there is STELLA visualisation of such but very simple economic issue: Self-reinforcing (Positive feedback) System Behaviour. It means a behaviour which reinforces current systems exhibition which is characteristic of positive feedback, a classic example of which is the process of accumulation of compound interest in a savings account. In this instance, the loop may be simply interpreted by
noting that,“... as the amount of cash on deposit at the bank increases, so the amount of interest earned
increases, which adds to the amount of cash at the bank, which in turn increases the amount of interest
earned”. The process is that of a continually reinforcing process (note the + signs at the arrow-heads)
and the loop is conventionally signed as a reinforcing loop with the positively signed arrow at its centre.
Functional complexification follows from the need to increase the variety of actions in order to cope with
more diverse environmental perturbations, and the need to integrate actions into higher-order complexes
in order to minimize the difficulty of decision-making. Both processes produce a hierarchy of nested
supersystems or metasystems, and tend to be self-reinforcing (p.1).
More deeply interested reader may, if he/her use much focused “reading” of subsequent snapshots
from simulations of our virtual economy, learn completely new information and understandings on complex economic evolution, which conventional economics can´t to provide. The newest achieved progresses in ICT, AI and CI allowing economic students and scholars too, to reason in higher level of
imagination than on the level of mathematics so suited and approved procedure for tasks in Newtonian
mechanics. In longer evolution of economic network there is emerging some special behaviour in the
form of self-reinforcing complexification modus both of structures and of functionalities too, as
Heylighen means. Such tasks are even more challenging ones and conventional economics are not prepared to solve them. The intensity and different modus are also caused by several and frequently obvious
economic activities and process, among other we have focused attention on:
1. Relation between and among psychologically different, socio-economic groups:
- Competition
- Conflicts in different settings of aggression
- Symbiosis
- Cooperation and Collaboration
- Commensalisms
- Parasitism (Racketeering) and Parasitoisms (Tunneling, Asset stripping),
and other black and/or shadow economic activities and so on
- Dynamic (cobweb) game between producers and consumers in different type of markets
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2. Further noticeable socio-economic topics constructed as mental models
(used in textbooks, and/or in/of wider purposes):
- Trade-off possibility frontiers
- Opportunity cost
- Monopoly, duopoly and oligopoly
- Cyclical economic and social growth
- Competitive scarcity
- Inconsistencies in resource depletion
- Renewable resources
3. Miscellaneous problems
- Preferences (social, economic and others)
- Conflicts between religion groups, communities
- Conflicts between ethnics, races, and so on

2 Evolution (a.i. development with emergent qualitative changes)
of Socioeconomic Network

Fig.15. The snapshot of Sector PRS3.
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Fig.16. The perturbed evolution of natural resources.

Fig.17. The perturbed evolution of population.

In the snapshot from STELLA it is shown the modified network of banks interaction, which
is created by using module Causal Loops from original complex network of bank interaction, see
(Fig.18) (that is (Fig.10) in Part I). The difference between two networks that is between complicated
and complex entities in sensu stricto is apparent on the first sight.
The qualitative differences in (Fig.21) are hidden.
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Fig.18. The complicate network of interactions among Bank Accounts.

Fig.19. The original complex network of bank accounts published in Part I.
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Fig.20. The snapshot of Interface page from STELLA.

Appendix: The Simple Example of Built-in Regulator

Fig.21. The snapshot of simple model with built-in regulator.
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Table 1. The fillings of building boxes of model with built-in regulator.

Fig.22. Illustrative snapshots from STELLA.
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Conclusion
The deep reasoning on an economy assisted by contemporary ICT, AI and CI is showing us
that this entity is a most complex network in the known world. Actually even the simple models we
are collected in this essay (Part I and II) and their simulations running in computer, demonstrate the
range of political and economic questions that can be productively addressed with easy-to-use modelling tools of software STELLA. Complex networks, and agent-based models associated with them,
are advancing a warranted residence on economic theory and they are, in fact, progressively replacing
the standard representative agent paradigm.
We were showing that economy as complex network has very wide forms of nodes, links and
other building entities. Among others means of nodes and relations in economic networks it can
correspond at least to: • Directors (CEOs, management); • Firms; • Farms, • Forests; • Mines; •
Fishing trawlers; •Households; • Labour forces; • Inputs-crude material, energy etc., as •
Stocks/Flows; • Outputs-Products, as •Flows; • Business Groups; • Banks;• Investors; • Traders; •
Consumers; • Cities; • National states; • States grouped in integration; etc. but we are use in our
essay only few of them because we want to preserve simplicity for better understanding of this new
approaches in economics.
However it is clear that in objective economic reality there are, qualitatively and quantitatively, very different building blocks for defining and building economic networks. We are emphasized in Part I of this essay that the behaviour of economy as a whole in objective reality cannot be
examined via the behaviour of isolated individuals (homo oeconomicus). Actually the living economy reflects dynamic interactions of a large set of different participants in network. This is the reason
why we are coming to imagine on economy using different modelling methods and tools than is usual
in mainstream economics and why we applied network approach assisted by ICT, AT and CI. This
is corresponding with reasoning of several but non neoclassic economists. For example, it is known
that even the economist Friedrich von Hayek interpreted the economic entity as a system governed
by spontaneously emerging relations among set of participants. Such term designates the potential of
the market relations to be self-organized, thus not requiring any centralized coordination. Self-interested agents, planned and pursuing their own individual goals, will form a spontaneous, hence as a
whole not planned, network of relations that scientists need to carefully analyse in order to acquire a
panoramic and solid understanding on how the economy as a whole truly works.
So called mainstream economics, if we are concerning the study of network relations, has
resisted to adopt a network analysis as a mainstream approach of methods and tools for its research.
This happens for several reasons. One of them, perhaps the most striking, is a kind of inertia that
prevents economists to escape the straightjacket they themselves have created. Several scholars in
this area appear to be fully satisfied with the benchmark model of Economics, and use it to the exhaustion to address every possible issue they are confronted with. Such paradigm is the popular representative agent of intertemporal optimization model.
In this Part II of our essay we made several simulation exercises using STELLA for models
created in Part I. By these activities we have learned that plain computing of neoclassical mathematical formulas is not suited for demonstration of economic process in real life because abstract computation isn´t corresponding with complex reality. Furthermore, by help of modeling and simulation
we have detected several other ontological, methodological and theoretical mistakes of abstract mathematical interpretation of economic phenomena which is caused by tough-minded ones using Newtonian mathematical devices.
Today in the era of supercomputers and multiparallel platforms it is accrued time of possibilities to overstep old paradigms of economic theory and methodology founded on Newtonian mechanical and/or on early thermodynamically (Clausius) imaginations and seeking to create complex
economical networks for elaboration them with help of the most advanced information technologies
and computational intelligence.
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CONFIGURING IP CONNECTIVITY
OVER A CELLULAR NETWORK
ON A RASPBERRY PI - BASED IoT NODE
Ivan Šimovček, Lukáš Rajkovič, Lukáš Gdovin, Jakub Beňo

Abstract:
Connecting smart devices using the ubiquitous WiFi radio interface has been very straightforward
even for non-technical users for some time now. This paper deals with complementary wireless
communication technologies, which are relatively less widely configured manually on PC or
Raspberry Pi, and from the perspective of a home user they are not trivially configured within a
Linux-like system. 3GPP standardized cellular network-based radio WAN communication interfaces
complementary to WLAN provide the desired IP connectivity. Detailed practical instructions on how
to configure connectivity over existing high-throughput 4G network along with the legacy 2G-based
backup and alert SMS channel on the Raspberry Pi platform using a GPIO and USB connected
external modem are provided. The cellular-connected node is then tested in an Arduino-based IoT
network where various low-power nodes offload the complex processing and data anlytics to a highperformance central computer.
Keywords:
Internet of Things, cellular WAN uplink, 4G modem, QMI.
ACM Computing Classification System:
Networks, network components, end nodes, network adapters.

Introduction
Connecting smart devices to the Internet has been very popular recently. Small constrained,
often microcontroller-based devices are typically connected using Low-Power and Low-Rate radio
communication technologies, such as IEEE 802.15.4 in PAN/LAN context, while time-proven but
proprietary radios LoRa and SigFox provide WAN coverage. More recently the 3GPP specifications for LTE-M an NB-IoT, which can operate within the existing 4G (LTE) infrastructure [1]
started to appear in actual networks. The EC-GSM-IoT specification brings further IoT capabilities
to legacy 2G (GSM). Relatively high-throughput LAN standards, such as even the old IEEE
802.11n, are now common even in the simple Arduino devices [2][3].
This paper deals with a relatively more expensive, and from the perspective of user not trivially configured, cellular network-based radio communication interfaces GPRS and LTE. Despite
the hype surrounding the coming rollout of the fifth generation (5G), the most practical currently
available WAN network with IP connectivity is still the 4G LTE. The 3G networks infrastructure in
the European Union is still in place, but starting in 2020, it is being slowly phased out, while, interestingly, the legacy 2G networks are continuing operation [4] in the EU. This is motivated i.a. by
the low cost of operation and extremely large footprint coverage of these long-existing networks.
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The M2M/IoT application do not usually require high throughput or low latency, so even
the lowest-rate 2G GPRS mode with 9.6/8 kbps is often sufficient for simple sensor readout or actuator application.This paper describes the configuration of one experimental network with simple
sensor-equipped IoT nodes with limited processing power, that connect using different, complementary radio-link standards to a central server, that can implement advanced processing and data
analytics with great computational power. Such an approach has been tried and described in literature for some time [5], and is now regularly use in the IoT+cloud context, with worldwide operational networks examples including: The Things Network [6] or the Mathworks’ ThingSpeak [7].
The nontrivial configuration of a IP connectivity using a 4G cellular modem with 2G backup/alert link on Linux/Raspbian platform is described in detail, providing important practical information, based on our hands-on experience. Such information is often missing from manuals, or
is provided in an incomplete form.

Fig.1. Experimental topology: RaspberryPi and Arduino platforms implemented as the IoT nodes
with temperature and GPS sensors, while a central node has enough power for advanced procesing
and data analytics. Three different radio communication links are configured: IEEE 802.11n for
WLAN and LTE and GPRS for WAN access. A non-IP GSM-based SMS alert channel serves for
error notification.
As shown in (Fig.1), two complementary Platforms: Arduino and RaspberryPi and three different radio interfaces are used to implement the IoT sensor-carrying nodes. Both platforms need
no special introduction. More recent Arduino MKR family of devices is used. These are all SAMD
boards based on a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M0+ MCU. Broad selection of integrated radio connectivity
is available, starting with MKR WiFi 1010 utilizing the ubiquitous LAN standard IEEE 802.11.
More exotic low-rate low-power WAN options include the MKR FOX 1200 and MKR WAN 1300
with a SigFox and LoRa radio link for true IoT application. These are both time-proven and easy to
use technologies [8]. The proprietary nature and absence of end-to-end IP connectivity may, however, limit the usability of IoT nodes implementing such radio link.
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The MKR GSM 1400 cellular 2G/3G network connectivity presents an interesting option
with GSM signal coverage unparalleled by any other radio, providing more than sufficient data
rates for an IoT application, even in the lowest-rate GPRS mode, along with a desired IP connectivity. Detailed analysis and measurement of real-world throughput and latency parameters of a live
4G network can be found in [9].
On the other hand, regarding the security aspects, over time, the 3GPP accumulated tremendous amount of experience in securing the radio interface. The original 2G specifications security
flaws were thoroughly analyzed in literature [10][11]. Flaws were addressed and advanced security
mechanisms were incorporated in later specifications and even implemented in networks. The 4G
radio layer therefore provides one of the most secure wireless communication option. Sophisticated
denial of service DoS attacks were, however, described in literature [12][13].
The obvious drawback of the 2G connectivity is the monthly payment, that limits the use
case for applications where only several nodes are needed. With massive IoT node set deployment,
even the truly modest monthly payment of 1 Euro per node [14] may be too expensive.
Furthermore, care must be taken with such integrated devices since a radio-link-specific device must be purchased, and when the radio is updated, the whole device must be replaced. This is
an approach complementary to a programmable Software-Defined Radio (SDR) design, where
even the PHY-layer parameters of modulation can be updated by SW [15].The analysis and implementation utilizing such tools is, however, out of the scope of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section gives the brief recap of platforms and libraries used to implement cellular connectivity. The second section provides a detailed step-by-step
configuration of a modem for cellular network connectivity for IP connectivity. The third section
provides information on configuring of an SMS backup/alert channel along with suggestions for it
practical usage. The next section then summarizes the practical experimental setup. The final section concludes the paper.

1 Platforms, Libraries and Tools
SIM7600X overview
The SIM7600X is a series of multiband cellular modems with explicit support for PC, RaspberryPi, Jetson Nano and Arduino platforms. The Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) variant
– SIM7600E-H 4G support includes LTE-FDD, 3G covers UMTS/HSPA+ and 2G includes
GSM/GPRS/EDGE [16][17].
The module implements a CAT4 modem with peak UL/DL data rates of up to 50/150 Mbps
and a 2G GPRS UL/DL up to 85.6Kbps. It also contains an integrated GPS/ GLONASS/ Beidou/
Galileo receiver and provides a wide set of interfaces: USB2.0 for connection to the host computer,
along with UART, GPIO plus a digital PCM audio. To connect to cellular network, a SIM card is
necessary to be inserted into the on-board (U)SIM card slot , while optional flash memory can be
attached by MMC/SD card slot. Very detailed parameters description can be found in [18].The
USB drivers supports also legacy versions of Windows starting with Windows 2000, while Linux
OS is supported since kernel at least 3.2, with support also for older kernels indicated by [19]. The
Radio Interface Layer (RIL) support for Android starting with version 2.4 is also present. The
Linux OS will be in the primary focus of this paper.
The Qualcomm MSM Interface (QMI) a modern but proprietary Quallcomm interface for
Qualcomm baseband processors, replacing the legacy Hayes commands and PPP session establishment, is the primary means of configuration to be accessed either by the proprietary GobiNet
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driver [20] or preferably by the community-maintained qmi-wwan upstream kernel driver.
On Ubuntu based distributions, such as the Raspbian OS for Raspberry Pi, the later driver is then in
turn utilized in the libqmi package [21]. While the legacy Hayes AT command set is supposed to
be replaced by the QMI, the manufacturers’ AT command set manual [22] indicates that it is in fact
still alive and well. The classic serial port-based modem control and terminal emulation package
minicom comes handy for Hayes-based access. In Raspbian, the busybox package contains
many handy utilities to be used in configuration. While the SIM7600 model comes also with Arduino compatibility, the Arduino MKR 1010 WiFi with IEEE 802.11n radio was used for the sake
of variety.

Fig.2. The SIM7600 multiband 4G/3G/2G modem with integrated GNSS receiver [16].

2 Configuring Cellular Network IP Connectivity
In our experiments, we have configured Raspberry Pi 3 (RPI) with the SIM7600E module.
The OS used were the Ubuntu-derived Raspbian Buster. First, a SIM card needs to be inserted into
the modem, which has to be connected to the RPI using the GPIO and also using one USB port.
After the module is connected to both, two device files are created by the OS:
/dev/cdc-wdm0 - the QMI control interface
/dev/ttyUSB2
- generic USB device

To use the cellular network, the module must be properly configured. First, the test of the device
connection to RPI is performed by the minicom, followed by the AT command within minicom
prompt, which should return an OK confirmation:
root@rpi:minicom –D /dev/ttyUSB2
Minicom>AT
Minicom>OK

Note that the Minicom program doesn’t really show a prompt, so the prompt string is added here
for clarity. At minimum, four important modem parameters need to be set: the SIM-card specific
Personal Identification Number (PIN), the Access Point Network (APN) specifying which of the
available cellular networks (providers) to connect to, the type of the IP connection within the
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providers’ network, and the Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context identification. All these parameters are set using two AT commands [22]:
Minicom>AT+CPIN=<PIN>
Minicom>AT+CGDCONT=<ContextID>,<Type>,<APN>

In our experiments the Slovak O2 operator was tested with a SIM card with generic PIN equal to
1111 and the following parameters were used:
Minicom>AT+CPIN=1111
Minicom>AT+CGDCONT=1,”IPV4V6”,”o2internet”

If not sure the user can use the ? character which can be used to query for status, first a correct PIN
for the SIM card was tested:

Then the correct parameters of the packet data protocol were evaluated, the first value was used in
our experiments:

Fig.3. Available PDP contexts for the “O2” operator in Slovakia.
Note that there are additional optional parameters, that need not be specified manually. When connected to an operators’ cellular network, it is sometimes important to distinguish between the generations of available networks. If for instance 2G, 3G and 4G networks are available, the network
with the most suitable link attributes can be automatically selected. Since we would like to have
precise control over the specific network generation selection, another AT command [22] is useful:
Minicom>AT+CNMP=<Mode>
It provides the user with identification value of the mode of currently connected cellular network. It
is important to understand the mapping of mode numbers to network generations. All possible values supported by the modem HW are defined in [22], while the most practical for our experiments
are summarized in (Tab.1):
Table 1. Integer values selecting the mode by AT+CNMP command [22].
Mode Nr.
Mode
2
Automatic
13
GSM only (2G)
14
WCDMA only (3G)
19
GSM + WCDMA (2G + 3G)
38
LTE only (4G)
39
GSM + WDMA + LTE (2G + 3G+ 4G)
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For practically useful network performance, the LTE network was selected:
Minicom>AT+CNMP=38

After successful modem configuration, it is necessary to test IP connectivity using the ping command. This can be done directly from minicom using an AT command:
Minicom>AT+CPING=<IPaddress>,<AddressType>

Where, according to [22], the AddressType value of 1 indicate the use of IPv4 and value 2 specifies
IPv6.The convenient actual parameter for testing is the IP address of the Google public DNS server:
Minicom>AT+CPING=”8.8.8.8”,1

After successful modem configuration, it is necessary to configure it’s usage in the host RPI. This
can be done using the qmicli command line tool for configuring QMI devices. First, the package
libqmi-utils must be installed:
root@rpi:apt-get install libqmi-utils

this will install the most important tools: qmicli and the qmi-network helper script. With
qmicli it is necessary first to check the modem status [21]:
root@rpi:qmicli –d /dev/cdc-wdm0 –-dms-get-operating-mode

if the device status is not online, it is necessary to set the operating mode by:
root@rpi:qmicli -d /dev/cdc-wdm0 --dms-set-operating-mode='online'

Other useful parameters provide the user with information on the connected network:
root@rpi:qmicli –d /dev/cdc-wdm0 –-nas-get-home-network

As shown in the output, the Mobile Country Code (MCC) and Mobile Network Code (MNC) together specify which carrier the modem is using:

Fig.4. The MCC and MNC values truly identify the cellular operator,
which the modem is connected to.
The MCC and MNC codes can be looked up in the online database of countries and service providers [23], that indeed confirms the O2 service provider in Slovakia. Other important values are
summarized in (Tab.2).
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Table 2. Integer values of MCC and MNC numbers
for cellular operators in Slovakia [23].
MCC
MNC
Operator
231
03
4Ka
231
06
O2
231
01
Orange
231
05
Orange
231
15
Orange
231
02
T-Mobile
231
04
T-Mobile
231
99
ZSR

Furthermore, detailed info on PHY-layer signal parameters, such as the Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI), Signal to (Interference and) Noise Ratio (SINR/SNR), Reference Signals Received Power (RSRP) and Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) can also be obtained:
root@rpi:qmicli –d /dev/cdc-wdm0 –-nas-get-signal-strength

Output:

Fig.5. Example PHY-layer signal parameters output for the LTE network.
For the interested reader, the significance of these PHY-layer parameters is further explained in
[24][25]. These values may be of high interest for a more in-depth analysis.
The USB-connected modem exposes a standard networking interface to the user in the form
of a wwan identifier usable with the ip (or legacy ifconfig) command.The wwan0 interface is usually set with 802.3 protocol. However, for the SIM7600 module, raw-ip needs to be set. To do
this, we use the following commands:
root@rpi: ip link set wwan0 down
root@rpi:echo ‘Y’ > /sys/class/net/wwan0/qmi/raw_ip
root@rpi: ip link set wwan0 up

After that, to enable transmission the qmicli utility for QMI protocol is used:
root@rpi:qmicli -p -d /dev/cdc-wdm0 \
--device-open-net='net-raw-ip|net-no-qos-header' \
--wds-start-network="apn='o2internet',ip-type=4" \
--client-no-release-cid
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The output of this command provides the user with the Cell ID (CID), uniquely identifying the base
station (or eNodeB) the modem is currently connected to:

Fig.6. Cell ID uniquely identifies the base station (eNodeB)
to which the modem is connected.
The next step is to set up a DHCP client. That can be done on interface wwan0 using udhcpc
command which is part of the busybox [26] package:
root@rpi:udhcpc -i wwan0

From the command output, the user can see the IP address obtained for the wwan0 interface,along
with other DHCP parameters:

Fig.7. The output of the udhcpc and ip commands show important network-layer parameters:
the IP address assigned to the wwan0 interface, and the default gateway IP address (assigned to
modem).
To verify the successful configuration of the wwan0 interface and the default gateway, the standard
ip command comes handy:
root@rpi:ip r s
where the user can see that two IP addresses were actually assigned, one for the wwan0 interface of
the RPI and the other one for the USB-attached modem, that is logically a separate device, even
though may be physically enclosed together, and provides a default gateway for the RPI. As
demonstrated by the output and in (Fig.7 and 8), where the point-to-point link between two devices
is at the IP layer visible as a private-scoped subnet:
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Fig.8. The private subnet for a point-to-point link between modem and RPI.
Finally the connection should be tested by ping (this time directly from the RPI shell):

Fig.9. The IP connectivity is fully operational at the RPI.
It is only now, that the RPI has full Internet connectivity over the wwan0 interface and can be
used in practical application.

3 Using 2G SMS Service for an Error-Reporting Side Channel
Once the cellular connection is working, sending SMS messages is straightforward. While
the AT command manual [22] defines a wide selection of AT commands to fine tune many aspect
of SMS sending, format, storage and service options, only very few commands are needed.
First, it is necessary to specify the input and output format of the short messages, the two
possible format-specifier values are 0 for PDU mode and 1 for text mode, which is the simple format selection AT command:
AT+CMGF=1

Then the actual text message can be sent to a specific phone number:
AT+CMGS=”<PhoneNumber>"<CR>MessageText

For receiving of text messages, the preferred message storage must first be set. Several options are
available here with “ME” mad “MT” values specifying flash memory storage while “SM” indicating storing of the message directly on the SIM card, and finally value “SR” defining Status report
storage [22]. Since the modem in question didn’t come with any on board flash memory, we chose
the most straightforward approach – storing the SMS messages on the SIM card. The command
takes three argument to define storage for: reading (of received messages) , writing (and sending
messages), and third memory for stored messages.
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AT+CPMS=”SM”,”SM”,”SM”

The SIM card typically has only limited user-writable data capacity of around 128 – 256 kB [27] so
in an application, when messages must be stored for longer term, extra micro SD card storage can
be used. However, in our application, where messages are archived on the central server, or are
intended for human operator for immediate consumption, the storage limit at the modem is irrelevant.
Finally, a received message is read in selected format from selected storage. Messages are
integer-indexed with value of MessageIndex starting at 1:
AT+CMGR=<MessageIndex>

Similarly, the received message is then deleted by the CMGD command:
AT+CMGD=<MessageIndex>

These commands may be manually entered by the user within the minicom application or, more
practically, incorporated into various scripts. For our application of periodic reporting of measured
sensor value, integration into a Python script was selected, the important code snippet is shown in
(Fig.10) where Python-default Unicode strings are first converted to 8-bit character strings to be
sent as SMS messages.

Fig.10. Python function for sending SMS text messages over the SIM7600 modem.
Since there is no IP connectivity when using the legacy SMS service, such Python function
is not primarily used for sending regular sensor data updates. It can be, but it’s practical purpose is
somewhat different: the SMS messaging represents a service side channel for informing the operator of unusual events, potentially requesting operators’ attention. The most interesting of such alerts
is reporting of Internet connection problems: the modem can be configured to simultaneously be
connected to the legacy 2G (GSM) and 4G (LTE) networks where the fast Internet connection is
provided by the 4G network. Since the 2G and 4G networks are separate technologies, it is a good
chance, that even if the 4G network experiences connection problems, the 2G SMS service will still
be operational. Therefore the SMS link can serve as an important alert and error reporting channel.
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4 Putting It All Together
Once the IP protocol is up and running, it is a relatively straightforward task to connect different type of nodes (RPI and Arduino-based or other) to a central server, collecting all the measured data. This can be implemented in C or preferably in Python utilizing the Socket API, with
overal design shown in (Fig.1). The implementation of sending and receiving short ASCIIcharacter messages over UDP cannot directly utilize non-IP technologies, such as the SMS service.
These were configured in this context as a complementary backup channel alerting the human operator.
The Python UDP server running on the central computer is then concentrating various messages from different sources. Since the network and transport layer communication hides the link
layer details, the server processes messages from both RPI and Arduino based nodes, connected at
the link layer by IEEE 802.11 or 3GPP LTE. All IP-compatible radio links are supported by the
server. This excludes the SMS messaging running within the legacy 2G network, where communication endpoints are identified using phone numbers and no IP protocol is available.

Fig.11. UDP central server output is collecting the messages
“username sends temperature/time/GPS”
and measured values from different nodes.
(Fig.11) presents a shortened output of the server. It’s output consists of the a timestamp
identifying arrival of the message, source IP address and port of the sending node, message serial
number local to each transmitting node, a user-customized message, along with the value of the
measured sensor node. As shown in (Fig.1), some nodes send their position coordinates measured
by a GPS module, while other send the values of their temperature sensor.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have implemented a network consisting of nodes based on the RaspberryPi
and Arduino platforms, uploading various sensor data over two complementary WLAN and WAN
radio links. The cellular-connected RPI nodes and WiFi connected Arduino nodes together create
an IoT network where various low-power nodes offload the complex processing and data analytics
to a high-performance central computer. A step-by-step description, compiling the often incomplete
technical documentation of a non-trivial configuration of a 4G cellular WAN network with 2G
backup link used by a RaspberryPi board for IP uplink is given.
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CONFIGURING IPSEC-BASED SECURITY
FOR VIRTUALIZED NETWORKS
Karol Csivre, Dominik Dermek

Abstract:
In this paper we focus on the latest trends in computer network virtualization. The evolution of datacenter networks from L2 Virtual Local Area Networks (VLAN) to more advanced L4-tunnelled Virtual
Extensible LANs (VXLAN), necessary for elastic provisioning of overlay networks in a multi-tenant
data-center environment, is described. The L3 security implemented by IPsec is identified as a promising method for securing such overlay networks and a complete configuration of tunneling mode IPsecv3 including IKE-v2 withnin the Cisco IOS is given. Furthermore, quantitative results regarding the
effects of various crypthographic algorithms with selected parameter combinations obtained using
measurements on an example virtualized topology are presented.
Keywords:
Virtual networks, overlay networks, IPsec, tunneling.
ACM Computing Classification System:
Networks, network components, end nodes, network adapters, network protocols, session protocols.

Introduction
Several current networking trends play an important role in future networks design development. Stacking of several individual active networking boxes, such as the Cisco Catalyst switches, into a single logical device simplifies network configuration and provides substantial network
bandwidth improvement [1]. Encryption directly at the MAC layer improves security. The seamless
integration of wireless connectivity and management of wireless access points directly from an onswitch built-in controller is now also feasible [2]. The new Linux-kernel based Cisco Open IOS XE
[2] brings custom LXC type IOx applications using Docker containers [3], facilitating unprecedented level of programmability directly on the switch, along with standard Linux applications, such a
Wireshark.
One of the important trends guiding the design of future networks is massive virtualization.
The classic concepts of L2 Virtual LAN (VLAN) is extended to a much more flexible Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN) [4] tunneling L2 frames within UDP and the enterprise network topology
design, show in (Fig.1) is being slowly replaced by a fully virtualized network design, shown in
(Fig.2).
In the classic design, groups of computers are separated into VLANs and the mapping between L2 VLANs and L3 subnets is implemented at the aggregation layer, both for IPv4 and the
rising IPv6, which comes with its own challenges (The interested reader can find more details on
IPv6 and IPv4/IPv6 interoperability in [5][6]). The venerable Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) and its
update Rapid STP (RSTP) [7] are used to prevent loops in topology.
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The more modern design emphasizes the use of a switched fabric with traffic spread between multiple physical links and a complete elimination of STP, replacing it usually with a variety
of Shortest Path Bridging (SPB)[8].

Fig.1. Classic three-tier enterprise network architecture with redundancy [9].

Fig.2. Future enterprise networks with switching fabric
and virtualized set of overlay networks [9].
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There are several layers, where security in the form of encryption and authentication can be
provided. MACsec has been standardized in 802.1AE [10] and 802.1X-2010 [11] and provides
security directly at the link layer, while the venerable IPsec set of standards, dating back to 1995, is
extremely mature and widely supported, even in affordable consumer devices.
The utilization of IPsec lies in the focus of this paper and an excellent overview of various
IPsec RFCs is provided in RFC6071 [12], bringing a comprehensive information to the interested
reader. As demonstrated by [13], the development in this area does not end with the conclusion of
the IPsec Working Group, and a new working group dedicated to IPsec is already setting a standardization roadmap.
The challenges of implementing reliable IPsec protection within the context of mobile cellular networks where a moving user equipment (UE) undergoes a handover process when moving
between areas covered by different base stations are addresses in [14] and [15], while [16] provides
a detailed analysis of the effects of handover latency on IPsec security and suggest a cross-layer
L2/L3 security mechanism. [17] then gives realistic values of latency to be expected in cellular
networks based on practical measurements.
As described in the IETF charter for the working group: IP Security Maintenance and Extensions (ipsecme) [18] the potential use of IPsec for resource constrained IoT nodes is finally gaining attention of the standardization bodies. Method for reducing ESP and IKEv2 overhead by compressing selected header fields are discussed in several draft RFCs [19][20][21], to be published in
2020.
The paper is organized in the following way: Section one brings a brief recap of the principles of IPsec and GRE. Section two with the help of appendices then gives a full configuration
guide for implementing IPsec tunneling on Cisco devices to facilitate the VPN establishment. The
next section discusses implementation of the GRE tunneling mode. Section IV then gives quantitative results on the performance of various encryption and hashing algorithm configurations within
the GNS3-based virtualized environment. The last section then concludes the paper.

1 IPsec and GRE Overview
Complementary to other transport-layer and application-layer security protocols, such as
TLS and SSH, the IPsec provides security directly within the network layer, with implementation
built-in the operating system. The advantage of such a design is that an application utilizing the
Socket API [22] doesn’t need to be modified at all to be protected. The IPsec operates on a perpacket/datagram bases and consists of two slightly different security protocols: Authentication
header (AH) and Encryption Security Payload (ESP). Both can operate in transport, or tunneling
mode. Since the tunneling mode hides the whole original packet, including its header (and therefore
protect also the source and destination IP addresses), it is in the focus of this paper. This is consistent with current data center trends of overlay networks implemented using tunneling, such as
VXLAN [23].
Tunneling is a way that is used when it is desired to make connection between the source
client somewhere on the Internet or in private network and the destination node or network. IPSec
protocol it is one of the tunneling protocol open standards, that provides authentication, encryption
and data integrity between the source and destination hosts.
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The definition of the current version: IPsec-v3 is given primarily in RFC 4301[24], while
many other RFCs amend the basic specification and provide further information. [25] provides an
excellent overview of the many RFCs involved along with their status. This protocol provides three
main functionalities:
1.
2.

3.

Authentication (verification) – it means that the data was not modified during its
transmission (it uses and extended authentication header – AH – RFC4302 [26]).
Encryption (confidentiality) of transmitted data – this provides protocol Encapsulation
Security Payload (ESP), in addition to encryption, it also provides authentication
(more information see [27]).
Key exchange between the entities – this functionality provide Internet Key Exchange
Protocol defined in a much newer RFC [28] that obsoletes previous specifications.
Despite its separation to different RFC, motivated by its reuse also out of the scope of
IPsec, for all practical purposes IKE must be considered an integral part of successful
IPsec deployment.

IPSec use to ensure the secure transmission of data, voice, and data between sites (Site-toSite). We create a VPN tunnel over a public Internet and the communication among the tunnel encrypted using encryption algorithms that ensure the confidentiality of transmitted data. A key
mechanism for authentication and securing confidentiality within the IPSec protocol is the creation
of a Security Association (SA), which is stored in the Security Association Database (SAD). A
security association is a one-way logical connection (for bidirectional communication two SAs are
created own for each direction). The SAs are applied according to security policies, that are stored
in the Security Policy Database (SPD).

Fig.3. Schematics of IPsec operation:
in phase one the Security Association (SA) parameters are configured by IKE.
These are than used on a per-packet basis for communication securing.
The negotiations of the security association in IKEv1 consisted of two parts. The aim of the
first part in IKEv1 was to establish a security association for the exchange of IKE SA keys, and the
aim of the second part of IKEv1 is to establish a security association for the transfer data of IPSec
SA.
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The IKEv2 simplifies the negotiation process of the security association. It uses two exchanges (4 messages in total) to create the IKE SA security association and a pair of messages for
the IPSec SA security association. IPSec SA is based on the mutual exchange of messages in pairs.




The first pair of messages (temporary exchange) - information about cryptographic algorithms and other security parameters. The result is the creation of a special security association (IKE SA). After that, the exchanged messages protect by encryption and authentication.
During the second exchange, the communicating entities authenticate to each other and
create the first IPsec Security Association (IPSec SA), which is used to ensure normal operation between the communicating entities. To creating a security, association requires
the exchange of two pairs of messages. The security association is stored in the database
of security associations (SAD)

The Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) is a tunneling protocol developed to address the
shortcomings of basic IP-in-IP tunneling, such as the inability to tunnel multicast traffic. Similarly
to IPSec, it can be used to establish a tunneled connection between network nodes. Definition of
the GRE is given in [29] and [30]. The GRE protocol is unsecure that means this communication
in the tunnel is not encrypted. To implement a secure transmit multicast communication over the
internet (for example transmit routing information via OSPF protocol which is the multicast communication) it is common practices to secure the communication with combination of GRE and
IPSec protocol.

2 IPsec Implementation Within Cisco IOS
(Fig.4) gives an overview of the example topology to implement a VPN using an IPsec
tunnel: the IP traffic is securely tunneled between branch offices at their security gateways RouterA
and RouterB, while the middle ISP router models an unsecure Internet connection between the
branch offices. The advantage of this approach is that the computers in branch offices’ local
networks do not even need to implement IPsec – its operation is transparent to them, thus saving
precious computing resources.

Fig.4. IPsec tunnel between two branch offices over an unsecured Internet
modelled by the top ISP router. Tunnel may be configured to carry IPv4 in IPv4 (IP-IP)
or IPv6 in IPv4 (6in4) with or without GRE for tunneling multicast traffic.
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Before an IPsec tunnel is configured, the IKE configuration should take place. The
configuration of IKEv2 consists of the several configuration steps (Note: In all tables, the prompt
RouterA/B indicates this command is set on both routers with the same arguments.):
IKEv2 Keyring - create the configuration in case if we want to use the shared secret key for
authentication. Creating the IKEv2 keyring consist of pre-shared keys associated with the IKEv2
profile as shown in (Tab.1):

Step Command

Table 1. Configuration of IKEv2 keyring within Cisco IOS.
Description

RouterA(config)#
crypto ikev2 keyring KEYRING-RA
1
RouterB(config)#
crypto ikev2 keyring KEYRING-RB
RouterA(config-ikev2-keyring)#peer RouterB
2 RouterB(config-ikev2-keyring)#peer RouterA
RouterA(config-ikev2-keyring-peer)#
address 192.168.2.1
RouterB(config-ikev2-keyring-peer)#
address 192.168.1.1
RouterA/B(config-ikev2-keyring-peer)#
4
pre-shared-key Passw0rd2020
3

Define the name of the IKEv2 Keyring
and enter into configuration mode.
Define the name for the opposite side
of the future tunnel.
Specify the IPv4 or IPv6 address on
the remote peer – the other end of the
IPsec tunnel (the delivery protocol).
Specify the shared secret key.

IKEv2 Proposal - consists of definitions of transformations and defines parameters such as
the encryption algorithm, the algorithm of the data integrity, pseudorandom functions and the
choice of Diffie-Hellman group.

Step Command

Table 2. Configuration of IKEv2 proposal within Cisco IOS.
Description

RouterA(config)#
crypto ikev2 proposal PROP-RA
1 RouterB(config)#
crypto ikev2 proposal PROP-RB
RouterA/B(config-ikev2-proposal)#
2
encryption aes-cbc-256

3
4

RouterA/B(config-ikev2-proposal)#
integrity sha512
RouterA/B(config-ikev2-proposal)#group 14

Define the name of the IKEv2 Proposal
and enter into configuration mode.
(Optional) Define one or more transformation for the encryption.
(Optional) Define one or more transformation for the integrity.
(Optional) Define one or more transformation for the Diffie-Hellman group

IKEv2 Policy – define the name of the IKEv2 Policy and interlinking with the IKEv2
Proposal that the IPsec will to use in the negotiation of the IKE SA security association in the
exchange of IKE_SA_INIT messages.
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Step Command

Table 3. Configuration of IKEv2 policy within Cisco IOS.
Description

RouterA(config)#
crypto ikev2 policy POLICY-BRANCHA
1 RouterB(config)#
crypto ikev2 policy POLICY-BRANCHB
RouterA(config-ikev2-policy)#
proposal PROP-RA
2 RouterB(config-ikev2-policy)#
proposal PROP-RB

Define the name of the IKEv2 Policy
and enter into configuration mode.
Specify the name of the IKEv2 Proposal that will be interlinking with the
IKEv2 Policy.

IKEv2 Profile – define the IP address of the remote peer, specify the local and remote
authentication mode.

Step Command

Table 4. Configuration of IKEv2 profile within Cisco IOS.
Description

RouterA(config)#
crypto ikev2 profile PROF-RA-TO-RB
1 RouterB(config)#
crypto ikev2 profile PROF-RB-TO-RA
RouterA(config-ikev2-profile)#
match identity remote address
192.168.2.1 255.255.255.255
2 RouterB(config-ikev2-profile)#
match identity remote address
192.168.1.1 255.255.255.255
RouterA/B(config-ikev2-profile)#
3
authentication local pre-share

4

RouterA/B(config-ikev2-profile)#
authentication remote pre-share

RouterA(config-ikev2-profile)#
keyring local KEYRING-RA
5 RouterB(config-ikev2-profile)#
keyring local KEYRING-RB

Define the name of the IKEv2 Profile
and enter into configuration mode.

Select the profile based on the remote
IP address
Specify the local authentication
method.
Specify the remote authentication
method.
Specify the name of the IKEv2
Keyring for this profile.

An Access Control List (ACL) must be created to specify, which packets are to be sent to the
tunnel and secured using IPSec:

Step Command

Table 5. Configuration of ACL within Cisco IOS.
Description

RouterA(config)#
ip access-list extended VPN-RA-TO-RB

1 RouterB(config)#

ip access-list extended VPN-RB-TO-RA
RouterA(config-ext-nacl)#
permit ip 10.1.0.0 0.0.255.255
2 RouterB(config-ext-nacl)#
permit ip 10.2.0.0 0.0.255.255

Define the name of the extended ACL
and enter into configuration mode.
Permit all packets that meets the conditions.

Set the transformation set that defines how the data is protected:
RouterA(config)#
crypto ipsec transform-set TS-RA-TO-RB esp-aes 128 esp-sha512-hmac
RouterB(config)#
crypto ipsec transform-set TS-RB-TO-RA esp-aes 128 esp-sha512-hmac
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Crypto map – this configuration joins the previous parts of the IPSec configuration (ACL,
transformation set, IP address of the remote peer, lifetime of the data connection, etc.).

Step Command

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Table 6. Configuration of crypto map within Cisco IOS.
Description

RouterA(config)#
crypto map CRYPTO-MAP-RA-RB 10 ...
ipsec-isakmp
RouterB(config)#
crypto map CRYPTO-MAP-RB-RA 10 ...
ipsec-isakmp
RouterA(config-crypto-map)#
set peer 192.168.2.1
RouterB(config-crypto-map)#
set peer 192.168.1.1
RouterA(config-crypto-map)#
set transform-set TS-RA-TO-RB
RouterB(config-crypto-map)#
set transform-set TS-RB-TO-RA
RouterA(config-crypto-map)#
match address VPN-RA-TO-RB
RouterB(config-crypto-map)#
match address VPN-RB-TO-RA
RouterA(config-crypto-map)#set pfs
group14
RouterB(config-crypto-map)#set pfs
group14
RouterA(config-crypto-map)#
set ikev2-profile PROF-RA-TO-RB
RouterB(config-crypto-map)#
set ikev2-profile PROF-RB-TO-RA
RouterA(config-crypto-map)#
set security-association lifetime
seconds 3600
RouterB(config-crypto-map)#
set security-association lifetime
seconds 3600

Create or change the crypto map

Specify the hostname or IP address of
the remote peer.
Specify the transformation set.

Specify the name of the extended ACL.
Optional – define for IPSec, that should
request password confidentiality when
requesting new SA.
Specify the name of the IKEv2 Profile

Optional – specify the lifetime of the
Security Association

An finally, the crypto map must be activated on the WAN interface on the both routers.

Step Command

Table 7. Activation of crypto map within Cisco IOS.
Description

RouterA(config)#int e0/0

1 RouterB(config)#int e0/0
RouterA(config-if)#
crypto map CRYPTO-MAP-RA-RB
2 RouterB(config-if)#
crypto map CRYPTO-MAP-RB-RA
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Table 8. Creating virtual interface for the tunnel.
Description
RouterA(config)#interface tunnel 1
Create virtual interface for the tunnel
1
and enter into the configuration
RouterB(config)#interface tunnel 1
mode.
RouterA(config-if)#tunnel source 192.168.1.1 Specify the outside source IP ad2
dress for the virtual interface.

Step Command

RouterB(config-if)#tunnel source 192.168.2.1
RouterA(config-if)#
tunnel destination 192.168.2.1

3

4a

4b

RouterB(config-if)#
tunnel destination 192.168.1.1
RouterA(config-if)#
ip address 10.0.121.1 255.255.255.0
RouterB(config-if)#
ip address 10.0.121.2 255.255.255.0
RouterA(config-if)#
ipv6 address FD00:0:121:0:0:0:0:1/64
RouterB(config-if)#
ipv6 address FD00:0:121:0:0:0:0:2/64

Specify the destination IP address of
the delivery protocol.
For IPv4-in-IPv4 tunnel.
Assign the IP address into virtual
interface tunnel 1.
For IPv6-in-IPv4 (6in4) tunnel.
Assign the IPv6 address into virtual
interface tunnel 1.

Further configuration steps regarding routing (static or OSPF) must also be taken, but since
they aren’t really part of IPsec, are omitted here. The successful configuration is then tested using
the classic integrated ping command from within the router’s IOS command line interface. In a
virtualized, GNS3-based topology however, it is straightforward to test the encryption using the
Wireshark packet analyzer, as show in (Fig.5).

Fig.5. Wireshark analysis at ISP link shows the traffic is indeed encrypted and therefore protected.
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3 Measurements on Virtualized Topology
Since the virtualization of computer networks becomes ever more important, interesting
questions regarding the throughput and latency parameters of such virtualized design, and their
effect on CPU-utilization when simulating network operation arise. These have to be measured by
affordable, or better free and open tools, such as iperf. For a simple topology show in (Fig.4), the
throughput and latency were measured in a virtualized GNS3-based topology along with the CPU
utilization on a Intel(R) Core(TM)-i7-8650U CPU 1.90 GHz processor.
Table 9. Results of measurements.
Throughput
CPU
[Mbps]
utilization [%]
None
59
61-66
DES with MD5
35
61-66
DES with SHA1
34
62-67
DES with SHA256
32
60-64
DES with SHA384
28
61-64
DES with SHA512
28
62-66
3DES with MD5
29
59-65
3DES with SHA1
28
60-65
3DES with SHA256
27
59-64
3DES with SHA384
24
60-65
3DES with SHA512
23
60-67
AES-CBC128 with MD5
43
60-65
AES-CBC128 with SHA1
42
60-65
AES-CBC128 with SHA256
38
60-66
AES-CBC128 with SHA384
33
60-67
AES-CBC128 with SHA512
32
61-68
AES-CBC192 with MD5
42
59-63
AES-CBC192 with SHA1
40
59-63
AES-CBC192 with SHA256
37
58-63AES-CBC192 with SHA384
33
59-63
AES-CBC192 with SHA512
32
59-62
AES-CBC256 with MD5
41
58-63
AES-CBC256 with SHA1
40
59-64
AES-CBC256 with SHA256
37
61-65
AES-CBC256 with SHA384
33
58-63
AES-CBC256 with SHA512
31
58-64
Protection parameters

Average
latency [ms]
3
3
4
3
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
4
4
2
3
3
4
3
4
4
5
3
3
4
5
4

As shown in the (Tab.9) the CPU utilization and average latency played no major role on
virtual environment. CPU utilization without running the test was at the level of 15% on the
physical machine, during data transfer using the iperf tool, CPU utilization was at the level of
58-66% for all encryption algorithms. These parameters did not change even when we increased
the number of cores on end workstations. Network latency can play a significant role in large
networks and CPU utilization in turn can be affected based on the HW equipment of the router e.g.
whether the encryption is performed on the basis of the operating system on the router (SW) or the
given HW has a special chip which provides encryption at the motherboard level.
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Fig.6. Comparison of measured throughput values of selected encryption and hash algorithms.
(to distinguish color lines, see the online version of journal)
However, it can be seen from the experiment that turning on encryption reduces data
transmission throughput by 27% for the best result using AES-CBC128 with a legacy (and
therefore not practical) MD5, to for a more realistic AES-CBC256 with SHA256 with a 37%
performance penalty. Older legacy encryption algorithms such as DES and 3DES performed worse
in the measurement than newer AES encryption algorithms which gives one more reason, apart
from their know weaknesses, not to use them.

Conclusion
In this paper we have focused on the latest trends in the evolution of data-center networks
from L2 based VLANs to more advanced L4-tunnelled VXLANs, necessary for elastic
provisioning of overlay networks in a multi-tenant data-center environment. The L3 security
implemented by IPsec was identified as a promising method for securing such overlay networks
and a complete configuration of tunneling mode IPsec-v3 including IKE-v2 within the Cisco IOS
was given along with a simple example topology. Quantitative results regarding the effects of
various cryptographic algorithms on throughput, latency and CPU utilization were presented.
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MODELING OF NONLINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
USING SOFT COMPUTING METHODS
Ján Cigánek, Filip Žemla

Abstract:
The presented paper deals with the modeling principles of nonlinear dynamic systems and with the
design of optimal model structures created by artificial neural networks and fuzzy theory. Four models
were created for modeling of selected system: a neural network model, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy model
and two neural networks with optimal structure obtained using Optimal Brain Damage and Optimal
Brain Surgeon algorithms. The quality of proposed solutions were compared and verified on a real
system of steam turbine in thermal power plant and in nuclear power plant.
Keywords:
Modeling, artificial neural networks, Optimal brain damage, Optimal brain surgeon,
pruning methods, dynamic system.
ACM Computing Classification System:
Computing methodologies,
modeling and simulation,
model development and analysis,
modeling methodologies.

Introduction
Presently, several methods for modeling of dynamic systems are known.
The latest techniques use artificial intelligence, which is able to approximate the behavior of
complex nonlinear processes with a high degree of accuracy. One of the options for processing
such information is represented by neural networks using fuzzy logic. The main advantage of this
combination is their ability to learn.
Modern methods for the structure optimization of neural networks can more effectively exploit their properties by identification and modeling of dynamic systems.
Models have an important position by simulation, analysis and system design. The first step
in modeling is to create a mathematical model.
Models typically arise from the understanding of physical patterns and interactions in the
studied system. The complexity of the model depends on the given requirements of the model accuracy.
There is a lot of model information that can be difficult to write in the form of algebraic or
differential equations, but there are several progressive methods that can introduce this information
into the model.
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1 Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are widely used to development of empirical models for
a broad class of scientific, engineering and business activities. In the area of decision-making and
control, the ANNs are used to modeling linear and non-linear processes [6]. The basis of systems
modeling using ANNs are their very good approximation properties.
Principly, the neural network consists of 3 base layers (input, hidden and output) with a different numbers of neurons, whereby only the neurons from different layers can be connected together (Fig.1).

Fig.1. Neural network with 3 layers.
Neurons and neural network connections are rated by real numbers. Each neuron vi is evaluated by the threshold xi. Similarly, each joint between two neurons (vj, vi) is evaluated by the
weighting factor wji (weight).
The target of the adaptive process in ANN is to find such thresholds and weights to minimalize the difference between required real output vector and simulated output vector from ANN.
According to the direction of transmitted signals, the ANNs are divided into two main
groups: feed-forward and recurrent ANNs.

Fig.2. a) Feed-forward ANN, b) Recurrent ANN.
Feed-forward ANNs (Fig.2a) are those in which the signal spreads only from the input neurons through hidden neurons (any types of ANNs do not have hidden layer) to the output neurons.
Input and output patterns do not depend on time.
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The most widely used learning algorithm is the so-called Backpropagation algorithm – consists of calculating and redistributing of the error signal. While the target output on the output layer
of the network is known, there can be easily calculated deviations of the actual output of the network from the required one. This difference is an error signal in the output layer. Then the error
signal proceeds in the opposite direction, and the error signal propagates with a force adequate to
the weight of the individual connections. Thus, at the output of the neuron in the hidden layer arrives the sum of the error signals from all neurons of output layer (transmitted by the weight of the
individual connections).
In recurrent ANNs (Fig.2b) can also the signal be moved from the output layer to the hidden parts, or even to the input layer. Recurrent ANNs are an extension of feed-forward multilayer
perceptron networks. The memory is realized by weight-delayed interconnections.
Both types of ANNs are the universal approximator, theoretically they can approximate arbitrary nonlinear projection with required accuracy.

2 Fuzzy Models
The mathematical model, created using fuzzy sets, is called a fuzzy model. In such a model,
relations between variables are represented by "IF-THEN" rules. The aim of fuzzy modeling is to
model and to control processes based on empirical knowledge. The basic advantage of fuzzy logic
is the ability to mathematically represent the information expressed verbally.
The design of the shape, type and number of membership functions (MFs) is usually the
most complex part of the design of each fuzzy system. Usually a triangular or trapezoidal MFs is
used. The number of linguistic values for one fuzzy variable is different. Usually it is used 3 to 5
MFs for input variable and up to 7 MFs for output variable [6].
The basic principle of fuzzy modeling is the combination of input and output values and
their formalization by means of rules [6]. The basic scheme of fuzzy system is shown in (Fig.3).

Fig.3. Basic scheme of fuzzy system.
Fuzzification - is the first step in the fuzzy inferencing process. This involves a domain
transformation where crisp inputs are transformed into fuzzy inputs. Crisp inputs are exact inputs
measured by sensors and passed into the fuzzy system for processing.
Fuzzy inference algorithm is the process of formulating the mapping from a given input to
an output using fuzzy logic. The output values of all enabled rules for each linguistic variable are
merged into one fuzzy set.
Defuzzification is the process of producing a quantifiable result of output value in Crisp logic, given fuzzy sets and corresponding membership degrees.
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Fuzzy Knowledge Base - represents the facts of the rules and linguistic variables based on
the fuzzy set theory so that the knowledge base systems will allow approximate reasoning.

3 Hybrid Models
It is possible to upgrade the properties of ANNs and fuzzy systems by their combination in
hybrid systems [1]. (Tab.1) summarizes all the advantages and disadvantages of these two technologies. Hybrid systems are trying to combine these features so that the new system has maximum of
advantages and minimum of disadvantages.

ANNs

Fuzzy
systems

Table 1. Properties of ANNs and fuzzy systems.
Advantages
Disadvantages
- function approximation
- learning time is relatively long
of various data
- we can not precisely determine
- learning ANNs and their adaptability
the topology
- parallelism of ANNs
- impossible implementation
- hardware implementation
of a priori knowledge
- possible implementation
- no learning
of a priori knowledge
- knowledge base has to be designed
- manipulation of fuzzy sets
by an expert

A typical example of hybrid models is ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System).
ANFIS realizes a fuzzy system of Takagi-Sugeno type using ANN. The methodology includes controlled learning of nodes in ANN by input data. In (Fig.4), adaptive nodes are marked with a
square, while non-adaptive nodes are marked with a circle.

Fig.4. Example of ANFIS model.
The presented ANFIS model (Fig.4) contains two inputs x and y and one output u. The
knowledge base consists of two IF - THEN fuzzy rules. The crisp value of the output is given by:
𝑢1 𝑤1 + 𝑢2 𝑤2
𝑢=
= 𝑤1 𝑢1 + 𝑤2 𝑢2
(1)
𝑤1 + 𝑤2
The network consists of five layers. The nodes of each layer have the same nodal functions.
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Layer 1: Each node of this layer is adaptive and its output is the membership value of the
input x to the level Ai of the linguistic variable. Usually, we select the function µAi with values in
interval <0; 1>, i.e. in form (2):
1
𝜇𝐴𝑖 =
,
𝑖 = 1, … , 4
(2)
𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖 𝑏𝑖
1+(
)
𝑎𝑖
where ai, bi, ci are premise parameters changing the shape and placement of membership functions.
Layer 2: It represents the power of the rule. Each node of this layer is non-adaptive, labeled
with a sign Π that multiplies input signals and transmits their product to next layer.
Layer 3: Each node of this layer is non-adaptive and calculates the power of the i-th rule to
the power of all rules.
𝑤𝑖
𝑤𝑖 =
,
𝑖 = 1, 2
(3)
𝑤1 + 𝑤2
Layer 4: Each node of this layer is adaptive, with consequent parameters pi, qi, ri:
𝑤𝑖 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖 ( 𝑝𝑖 𝑥 + 𝑞𝑖 𝑦 + 𝑟𝑖 )

(4)

Layer 5: Non-adaptive node filling the suming function of input signals (1).
By the feed-forward, the signals propagate up to layer 4, the consequent parameters are
identified by the least squares method. By back-propagation, the error signal is moving in reverse
direction with updating the premise parameters.

4 Pruning Methods
One of the most important problems encountered in the practical application of ANNs is to
find a suitable or ideally minimal ANN topology. Some of the main reasons are that an unsuitable
topology increases the training time or even causes nonconvergence, thus it usually decreases the
generalization capability of ANN [7].
The principle of pruning algorithms starts with a large ANN that is gradually decreasing [3].
The following methods represent various ways of removing connections and neurons. The pruning
algorithm attempts to reduce ANN by eliminating unnecessary connections and neurons.
Sensitivity-based algorithms (requiring ANN convergence status) work according to the following procedure:
1. appropriate ANN is selected,
2. learning with back-propagation or similar algorithm is performed
until ANN achieves a minimal error,
3. the importance of each element is calculated (connection or neuron)
in terms of network performance,
4. the element of least importance shall be deleted,
5. re-learning of ANN (until a minimum of error function),
6. if the error is too high, return to point 3,
7. (optional) reinsert the last cut off element to obtain a lower error.
The simplest heuristic variant of pruning - after each learning step, the neural connection
with the smallest weight is removed. The absolute value of the connection weight is therefore the
only measure for the usefulness of the connection. Although this method is very simple, it rarely
achieves worse results than more sophisticated algorithms.
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Optimal Brain Damage (OBD) algorithm reduces the number of connections to prevent
learning. The algorithm is designed to remove connections that will have the least impact on the
network's error function E(w), where w is the weight vector.
Under assumption that the original network is too large, after removing these connections
new learning can improve the generalization capability of ANN. The OBD approximates the error
function at the local minimum by Taylor's polynomial:
𝛿𝐸(𝑤) 𝑇
1
(5)
) 𝛿𝑤 + 𝛿𝑤 𝑇 𝐻𝛿𝑤 + 𝐹(‖𝛿𝑤‖3 )
𝛿𝑤
2
where H is Hessian matrix of second partial derivatives.
To simplify the calculation, it is assumed that ANN has come the local minimum of error
function E so that the first equation member of the right side can be ignored. Also third order and
higher derivatives can be dismissed. By the Hessian approximation, only the diagonal elements are
counted. After the neural connection removing, it is assumed that the effect on the error function
will not depend on the settings of the other connections. The result of these simplifications is the
equation:
1
𝛿𝐸 =
∑ ℎ(𝑖,𝑗) 𝛿𝑤(𝑖𝑗)2
(6)
2
𝛿𝐸 = (

1≤𝑖,𝑗≤𝑛𝑘

The importance of the line is inversely proportional to δE. The weight elimination procedure
organizes the neural connections by importance. One or more of the least important connections is
removed, ANN is re-learned and this cycle is repeated for the required number of times or till required accuracy of ANN model is reached.
Procedure steps of OBD algorithm:
1. The classical “reasonably large” feed-forward neural network is created,
all neurons is neighbour layers are connected each with other.
2. Learning of ANN by selected algorithm until the minimum of error function is reached.
3. Evaluation of ANN on test data, storage of actual results (mean quadratic error
for test data, network structure, values of weights and thresholds).
4. Elimination of weights that have the least impact on the error function
(elimination of more weights are recommended, in our case study 5%).
If there is nothing to be removed, then step 5 follows, otherwise go back to step 2.
5. The ANN structure with the smallest error was found
(resulting in the optimal NN structure).
Optimal Brain Surgeon (OBS) algorithm is an improvement of the OBD algorithm. The
benefits of OBS over OBD include that it does not require slow re-learning of ANN after connection withdrawal.
The approximation of the error function uses the same equation (5). The meaning of symbols is the same as for OBD. The first and third members of the Taylor's polynomial are ignored for
the same reasons.
The first step of algorithm is to set one of the weights to zero (wq) to minimize the increase
in error function (5). The elimination of the weight wq can be expressed by equation (7):
𝛿𝑤𝑞 + 𝑤𝑞 = 0 𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑞𝑇 . 𝛿𝑤 + 𝑤𝑞 = 0
where 𝑒𝑞𝑇 is the unit vector in the weight space, which also includes (scalar) weight wq.
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The task is to solve:
1
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑞 {𝑀𝑖𝑛𝛿𝑤 ( 𝛿𝑤 𝑇 𝐻 𝛿𝑤)}
2

(8)

under restriction (7). This leads to Lagrangian equation (9):
1
𝛿𝑤 𝑇 𝐻 𝛿𝑤 + 𝜆 (𝑒𝑞𝑇 . 𝛿𝑤 + 𝑤𝑞 )
2
Thus, the resulting optimal weight change δw and resulting change in error L are:
𝐿=

𝛿𝑤 = −

𝑤𝑞
−1
[𝐻 ]𝑞𝑞

𝐻 −1 . 𝑒𝑞 ,

𝐿𝑞 =

1 𝑤𝑞2
2 [𝐻 −1 ]𝑞𝑞

(9)

(10)

Note: neither Hessian matrix H nor H-1 need to be diagonal [8]. Moreover, this method recalculates the magnitude of all the weights in ANN. Lq is called “saliency” of weight q – the increase in error after the weight elimination.
Procedure steps of OBS algorithm:
1. The classical “reasonably large” feed-forward neural network is created,
all neurons in neighbour layers are connected each with other.
2. Learning of ANN by selected algorithm until the minimum of error function is reached.
3. Computation of inverted Hessian matrix H-1.
4. Find such q that gives the minimal saliency Lq. If this candidate error increase is much
smaller than E, then the qth weight wq should be deleted and we proceed to step 5,
othewise go to step 6. (Other stopping criteria can be used too.)
5. Use q from step 4 to update all weights δw (10). Go to step 3.
6. No more weights can be deleted without large increase of E. The ANN structure
with the smallest error was found (resulting in the optimal NN structure).

5 Case Study
The dynamic system represents the steam turbine in the second block of the thermal power
plant in Nováky, Slovak republic. Data for modeling were obtained by two measurements (Fig.5).
The first measurement contains 4501 samples and the second measurement 3601 samples. The following variables were observed by the measurements: y(t) - steam pressure, u(t) - fuel supply, ff(t) required active power.

Fig.5. Training data with 2000 samples.
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The target of the modeling will be to approximate the output variable - steam pressure y(t).
We consider that a nonlinear dynamic system is described by a differential equation in form (11):
(11)
𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑓[𝑦(𝑡 − 1), … , 𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑃), 𝑢(𝑡), … , 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑄),
𝑓𝑓(𝑡), … , 𝑓𝑓(𝑡 − 𝑅)]
where P, Q, R are numbers of previous values. In order not to have large computational demands,
the maximum number of past values was determined:
1 ≤ 𝑃 ≤ 5; 0 ≤ 𝑄 ≤ 5; 0 ≤ 𝑅 ≤ 5

(12)

where 180 different combinations of inputs into ANN model is possible to create from the P, Q, R
values. The simpliest input combination is P=1, Q=0, R=0 with differential equation
y(t)=f[y(t-1),u(t),ff(t)], and the largest input combination is P=5, Q=5, R=5.
Usually, the more inputs into ANN are connected, the more accurate the model is. After few
experiments, the combination with P=5, Q=3, R=5 was selected.
As training data were selected two subsets of samples from both measurements (Fig.6) so
that the complete training set contains 2000 samples to best characterize the dynamics of the system. The first set of data (from the first measurement) contains all samples between 2001 and 3000
and the second set of data (the second measurement) between 1 and 1000. These two subsets were
merged into one training set.
For testing of each model, a whole set of data (both measurements separately) will be used
to evaluate the model accuracy by the mean square error (MSE):
𝑁

1
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖 )2
𝑁

(13)

𝑖=1

where N is number of samples, Xi is required model value, Yi is output model value.
Based on (12), the ANN (Fig.6) was created using Neural Network Toolbox in MatlabSimulink. It is a feed-forward ANN with back-propagation error. Created ANN consists of 15 inputs, where the input layer only distributes the input signals, the hidden layer contains 10 neurons,
and the output layer contains one output neuron. Each neuron is connected to all other neurons in
neighbor layers and each neuron has a threshold. The transfer function on the hidden layer is sigmoid (tansig) and the transfer function on the output layer is linear (purelin). The Nguyen-Widrow
algorithm [2] is used to initialize weights and thresholds.

Fig.6. ANN structure.
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Four learning algorithms [5] (all implemented in MATLAB-Simulink) were used to train:
1. Gradient descent with momentum backpropagation (traingdm).
2. Gradient descent with adaptive learning rate backpropagation (traingda).
3. BFGS quasi-Newton backpropagation (trainbfg).
4. Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation (trainlm).
For each method, 10 training sessions were run, with the maximum number of epochs set to
1000. The average MSE for 10 sets of test data was used to evaluate (Tab.2) with the best rating for
Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm.
Table 2. Comparison of learning algorithms.
Average MSE
Average MSE
Algorithm
for test data 1
for test data 2
0.01395
0.00791
Traingdm
0.00947
0.00582
Traingda
0.00161
0.00066
Trainbf
0.00035
0.00011
Trainlm

The results obtained by ANN are acceptable, created models are able to approximate the
current output value of the steam pressure for both measurements.
A. ANFIS Model
This model was created using Fuzzy logic Toolbox [4]. For network training is used ANFIS
hybrid learning method. Parameters in the antecedent of a rule (determining the input variability
attributes) are optimized by a gradient method, the subsequence parameters (constants or linear
function coefficients) are counted using the least squares (backpropagation) method. The number of
inputs for this model has been reduced to five, due to the simplification of the ANFIS model (by
experimenting, it was found to be unsuitable to have many inputs for this model).
Selected dynamic system is identified by function y(t) = f [y(t-1), u(t), u(t-1), ff(t), ff(t-1)],
that will be approximed by ANFIS structure.
The fuzzy system has to be initialized; Takagi-Sugeno method was chosen. The genfis3
method [4] was used to create the fuzzy model using the clustering technique. The number of clusters is adjustable and determines the number of rules and the number of membership functions. The
best results were obtained by 3 clusters.
The next step is to define the learning parameters. The number of iteration is 100 and the
tolerance (error) is 10-6. The last step is the learning process and the evaluation of the model accuracy on test data.
ANFIS model was tested for both test sets (first and second measurements). The red color is
the ANFIS output and the blue color actual steam pressure value of the steam turbine (Fig.7).

Fig.7. Comparison of ANFIS model with test data.
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B. Optimal Brain Damage
The Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation method was used to train the ANN. After successfully performing of OBD algorithm (by removing the connection), the simplified network
structure was obtained (Tab.3) as it is shown in (Fig.8).
The blue dotted line represents the negative weight value, the plain blue line means the positive value, the red circle is the neuron (if it is checked, its threshold has a nonzero value) and the
individual inputs are represented by black circles.
The optimal ANN structure was obtained after 56 iterations.
Table 3. Comparison of ANN with OBD algorithm.
ANN before
ANN after
optimization optimization
160
17
Number of connections
15
11
Number of inputs
10
4
Number of hidden neurons
11
4
Number of nonzero thresholds

Fig.8. ANN structure after OBD algorithm.

C. Optimal Brain Surgeon
After successfully performing of OBS algorithm (by removing the connection), the simplified network structure was obtained (Tab.4) as it is shown in (Fig.9).
The optimal ANN structure was obtained after 60 iterations and it is even simpler than the
above-mentioned ANN, optimized by OBD algorithm.
Table 4. Comparison of ANN with OBS algorithm.
ANN before
ANN after
optimization optimization
160
17
Number of connections
15
7
Number of inputs
10
2
Number of hidden neurons
11
1
Number of nonzero thresholds
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Fig.9. ANN structure after OBS algorithm.

D. Results
For a particular dynamic system, the steam turbine of the thermal power plant, four models
were created. Each model is based on ANN.
The first model is a classical feed-forward ANN, the second one is an adaptive neuro-fuzzy
model, and optimal structures of ANN were designed using two pruning methods (Optimal Brain
Damage and Optimal Brain Surgeon). It has been confirmed that the proposed models are able to
approximate the dynamic system, in our case study the output variable of steam presuure.
Obtained results are compared in (Tab.5). It is shown that the model accuracy is almost the
same for all methods. However, the ANN model after OBS algorithm counts the lowest number of
neurons and connections, this model obtained the best values of the model accuracy. These numbers are proof that ANN with optimal and incomplete structure can learn on a given set of data.
Table 5. Comparison of model accuracy.
Model
MSE 1st test set
MSE 2nd test set
-4
3.524*10
1.0698*10-4
ANN
-5
1.958*10
2.5389*10-5
ANFIS
2.256*10-5
2.227*10-5
ANN + OBD
1.7896*10-5
1.7013*10-5
ANN + OBS

Conclusion
Problems with a large number of neurons and connections in ANNs are huge; computational
demands are high and a lot of time is needed to train the network. Conversely, if the number of
connections in the network is too low, it does not have the power to provide the correct results for
test examples. Therefore, the task is to find the correct relationship between network error and its
complexity. Presented pruning methods for ANN optimization were used for approximation of any
real dynamic system in energetics, e.g. for modeling a nuclear power plant in Jaslovské Bohunice.
The result of these procedures is the exact model of a real dynamic system.
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DEMONSTRATIVE MODELING
OF DISCRETE DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
Juraj Štefanovič
Abstract:
Modeling and simulation of discrete dynamic systems includes several basic principles. Here the
principles of event-driven graphs, queueing systems and Petri-nets were chosen. Three simple
implemented models for study and experimental purposes were created. These models are implemented
as a short source code in C-language, including the simulation engine without any black-box parts for
simple overview of everything from abstract principle to the bottom code. Simulation models can be
extended but these simple examples can already produce complex behavior.
Keywords:
Event driven graphs, queueing systems, Petri nets, discrete dynamic systems, practices in C-language.
ACM Computing Classification System:
Modeling and simulation.

Introduction
Discrete dynamic systems are subject of study for many diverse purposes in technology of
control systems and production management. Our intention was to create not too complicated models
of discrete dynamic systems for study and education. First model is based on the principle of eventdriven graphs, they were introduced by classical work [1] and explained in various sources, as for
example [2], [4]. In our region is to mention the interactive graphic tool [3] which was based on the
open-source C++ library “Tiny”. This library was created for study purposes, with relative rich
content including event-driven structures, queues, simulation control modules, random number
generators, etc. Second model here is an extension of the first one, including the principle of queueing
systems. Queueing system is an abstract model with many practical representations and explanations
wherever [5]. The third presented model is a simple representation of production line as an example
of control with external events, they are given from the user and/or from automatic control which is
constructed by Petri-net. Control systems based on Petri-nets are well known and studied, for
example [6]. Our result here is the creation of easy to understand implementations of simulation
examples, they are suitable for study and experimental purposes.

1 Event-Driven Model with Basic Implementation
To start with event-driven model, there is some very basic example of dynamic system: people
are coming into entrance hall and a lift operates to take them away. Two different events occur in
parallel, when model is running, see (Fig.1). Event1 is that another person comes and increments
the amount of waiting people. Event2 is the operation of lift, which takes several people with and
decrements the amount of people. Both events are scheduled itself repeatedly to run after some
random number of timesteps. This model contains event0 which runs only once at the very start of
simulation to make first scheduling of events 1 and 2.
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Fig.1. Event-driven system: persons are coming into entrance hall and lift operates.
An event-driven model as shown above can be implemented with the use of usual
programming language, when the event-calendar is prepared. Event-calendar is a simple list of
records {time, event}. Time is a number of simulation timestep when event (an identification number
of event) is scheduled to run.
We use examples in C-language. Optimal implementation of the event calendar is some object
in C++ with private data and public methods to enter and remove these data. For the purposes of
basic C-language training, we can write each method as an individual function and the calendar data
is some global structure of variables, static allocated in the easiest case:
void calendar_initialise(void);
// make empty queue of records in the calendar data structure
void calendar_print(void);
// dump contents of calendar records for debugging purposes
void event_schedule(int delay, int event)
// add the record {current_time + delay, event} to calendar
int event_cause(void)
// proceed the simulation_time to the next record {time, event}
// delete this record from queue and return the number event

The simulation loop is some kind of decision switch, what event is to execute at the next
simulation step. This basic implementation can be extended deliberately with another events and
more complicated behavior.
event_schedule(1,1);
// first events must be scheduled
event_schedule(1,2);
while(simtime < maxtime) // simulation loop with some constraint
{
event = event_cause(); // next event?
printf("\ntime: %2d event: %d ", simtime, event);
if(event==0) break;
// empty calendar: stop
if(event==1) event1();
if(event==2) event2();
}
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Having prepared the functionality of the event calendar, the model of entrance hall and a lift
can be implemented in some first version as follows:
void event1(void)
// people are coming to the hall
{
int i;
i = get_random_number(1,3); // 1 - 3 persons come
printf("persons came: %d", i);
persons = persons + i;
event_schedule(get_random_number(2,5),1);
// this event 1 (next persons) returns after 2.- 5 timesteps
return;
}
void event2(void)
// lift departures from the hall
{
persons = persons - 3;
if(persons < 0) persons = 0; // max 3 people enter the lift
printf("lift is left, waiting persons: %d", persons);
event_schedule(get_random_number(3,5),2);
// this event 2 (lift) returns after 3 - 5 timesteps
return;
}

Even though this mentioned model is simple with two not complicated events, the behavior
might be interesting as well. On (Fig.2) there is an example of simulation run, which shows some
sensitivity to random deviations. The number of waiting people can be relatively stable in some range
of time, but an overflow may blow without prevision. Changing parameters of model with study of
its stable and unstable behavior is possible.
Fig.2. An example of simulation output.
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2 Model Extension with Queueing System
Previous model contained one queue of waiting persons, but that queue was interpreted in
easy way as a set, containing only a number of persons without their ordering. The next model is
extended with the implementation of queues. In (Fig.3) some transactions (persons, products,
administration letters, data packets, etc.) are coming by event1 and placed in order into first waiting
queueA. Each transaction is represented as an unique integer. Event2 is the activity of first service
place, where some decision is made to what queue the current transaction is placed next. In this
model, several parameters must be set in advance: arrivals of transactions, time of each service and
the decision policy between queueB and queueX.

Fig.3. Queueing system with three queues and three service places.
Four events are implemented in similar way with scheduling statements as in previous model
example. The event2 makes some trivial decision where to put current transaction: if the number
is even or odd.
void event1(void)
// transactions are coming to the queueA
{
static int item = 0; item++; // each transaction as unique number
(void)queueA(item);
// insert number into queueA
event_schedule(10,1);
// next event1 in 10 timesteps
}
void event2(void)
// transactions are taken from queueA
{
int item;
item = queueA(-1);
// take an item from queueA
if(item >= 0)
// if the queue is not empty
{
if(item % 2 == 0) (void)queueB(item); // put into queueB
else
(void)queueX(item); // put into queueX
}
event_schedule(10,2);
// next event2 in 10 timesteps
}
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void event3(void) // transactions are taken from queueB to output
{
int item;
item = queueB(-1);
// take an item from queueB
if(item >= 0)
// not empty queue
printf(" %d from B to out", item); // give some info
event_schedule(10,3);
// next event3 in 10 timesteps
}
void event4(void) {...

// from queueX to queueB in similar way

An easiest way to implement queue (when somebody starts with C-programming) is to write
a function with static array inside (static int qu[]) and with input and output using the function
parameters and return statement. Negative numbers as parameters represent control input, positive
numbers and zero are transactions being added into the queue.
int queueA(int insert)
// insert: 0..N insert a transaction as a number,
// -1 remove transaction and return it, -2 print, -3 initialize
{
static int qu[LENGTH];
// queue as an array of numbers
if(insert >= 0) ...
// add transaction to the queue
if(insert == (-1)) ...
// remove transaction from queue
if(insert == (-2)) ...
// print the contents of queue
if(insert == (-3)) ...
// initialize (reset) the queue
return(...);
// transaction number or other information
}

Certainly, each queue must be implemented this way as a separate function. In C++, separate
object instances will implement this task more effective. The simulation loop is similar as in the
previous model:
while(simulation_time < maximal_time) // simulation loop
{
event = event_cause(); // get event and shift time
if(event==0) break;
// empty calendar, stop
if(event==1) event1();
if(event==2) event2();
if(event==3) event3();
if(event==4) event4();
}

Behavior of this model is more complicated with more parameters then the previous model in
the first part of paper. Experimental change of parameters allows to observe and study various effects.
An example of observation, when parameters were setup as follows:
next event 1, 2, 3 and 4 were scheduled after 5, 6, 14 and 30 timesteps
a decision in event2: if(get_random_number(1,100)> 50) put into queueB
Here is a state of queues A,X,B with waiting transactions in some simulation timestep. Some
transactions are randomly selected to make delayed bypass around queueX.
queue A: 39,38,37,36,35,34 >>>
queue X: 33,32,31,28,23,22,21,19,18,16 >>>
queue B: 15,30,29,27,26,12,25,24,10 >>>
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3 Production Line with Petri Net Control
The next model is event-driven with events generated from outside, by manual control and/or
automatic control. Production line (Fig.4) consists from seven machines they can be switched on and
off by commands. Two transporters and two operation places have predefined time duration to
complete their action. Three feeders move objects from place to place and their action is completed
instantly in one current timestep of simulation. Six sensors return binary information, whether an
object is present/absent at given place.

Fig.4. A production line model with 6 binary sensors and 7 machines under control.
This is the simulation loop:
link_reset();
// setup the data structure
while(1)
{
link_timestep();
// decrement all counters of work
printf("\n\n\n step %d: ", step++ );
gets(line);
// read Enter key and command if any
if(line[0]=='e') break; // the end, if command 'e'
manual_control(line);
// intervention of person if command
automatic_control();
// intervention of automatic control
sensors_output();
link_print();
// show state (Fig.5)
}
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On (Fig.5) there is a simple terminal-like visualisation of the state of production line.
Transporter1 is in state running, where T1 denotes that an object (if the object was placed there)
has finished his route on transporter. Sensor2 confirms that there is an object at the end of transporter.
Transporter2 is running, T4 means that an object (if the object was placed there) must move three
timesteps of simulation, to reach the state T1 being at the end of transporter. Sensor5 and sensor6
are placed at both edges of transporter, not any object is there. Operation2 contains an object,
sensor4 gives confirmation and T3 means that two timesteps of operation are needed to complete the
work and reach the state T1 = work completed, object present. When the feeder3 takes this object
away, operation2 comes to the state T0.
step 0:
control tokens: 1 0 0 0
sensor1
transporter1
sensor2
( ) =======> T1 >======== (*)
empty
running
present
V
V
feeder1

> > >

operation1
sensor3
(T0) ---------- ( )
stop
empty
V
V
feeder2
V
V

feeder3

< < <

operation2
sensor4
(T3) ---------- (*)
running
present

V
V
sensor6
transporter2
sensor5
( ) =======> T4 >======== ( )
empty
running
empty
step 1: (insert command here if needed, press Enter)

Fig.5. State of production line model as shown on text output.
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Using this terminal-like interface, the production line can be controlled by these commands. At
any timestep of simulation, only one command can be entered via terminal.
void manual_control(char *line)
{
if(line[0]=='i') insert_object();// to the first transporter
if(line[0]=='t') take_object(); // from the second transporter
if(line[0]=='p' && line[1]=='1') action_feeder1();
if(line[0]=='p' && line[1]=='2') action_feeder2();
if(line[0]=='p' && line[1]=='3') action_feeder3();
if(line[0]=='d' && line[1]=='1') transporter1_on-off();
if(line[0]=='d' && line[1]=='2') transporter2_on-off();
if(line[0]=='o' && line[1]=='1') operation1_on-off();
if(line[0]=='o' && line[1]=='2') operation2_on-off();
}

A data structure contains the whole state information of the production line:
struct production_line
{
// sensors in state: object present/empty
int sensor1; ...
// transporters in state: stop/run
int transporter1; ...
// object on transporter:
// 0 - absent, 1 - at the end, N - at the start,
// N = decremented number of transport steps until 1 (finished)
int transporter1_object; ...
// operation in state: stop/run
int operation1; ...
// the operation place contains object:
// 0 - absent, 1 - present, operation finished,
// N = decremented number of operation steps until 1 (finished)
int operation1_object; ...
} link;

An example of action: feeder takes and inserts the object. Some error-detection is included into the code.
void action_feeder1(void)
// feeder completes his action at current simulation step
{
if(link.transporter1_object != 1)
{ printf("\n error: object not found at the end"); return; }
if(link.operation1_object > 0)
{ printf("\n error: feeder1 disturbs operation1"); return(); }
link.transporter1_object = 0; // take object from transporter
link.operation1_object = N;
// insert into operation for N steps
}
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An automatic control is constructed with the scheme of Petri net. On (Fig.6) there is a part of
control scheme related to first transporter and feeder. When this example is used by practice lessons,
students have to complete the control scheme to get some consistent solution. Using basic programming
in C, the presence of tokens at all places of Petri net is saved into static array place[4].
void automatic_control(void)
{
static int place[4] = { 1, 0, 0, 0 };
// initial number of tokens in Petri net places
if(place[0] == 1)
// if token at place1
if(link.sensor1 == 1)
// if condition is true - object present
{
action_transporter1(); // transporter on
place[0] = 0;
// get token from previous place
place[1] = 1;
// put token to the next place
}
if(place[1] == 1)
// if token at place2
if(link.sensor2 == 1)
// if condition is true - object present
{
action_transporter1(); // transporter off
place[1] = 0;
// get token from previous place
place[2] = 1;
// put token to the next place
}
etc...

Fig.6. Petri net which controls first two machines from the model above.
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Conclusion
Three examples of simple modeling with discrete event systems are presented. They were
created for teaching and study purposes with following features:
-

-

the whole model including the simulation engine is written in relative short source code
using C-language, students can see the complete connection between an idea on the top
(event-graphs, queue schemes, Petri-net) and the code on the bottom,
there is not any black box inside, not only abstract training how to setup items on the
screen and to press button to get simulation results,
these models can be extended in any way, the code permits any change and extension
despite of simplicity, small models are able to manifest complex or less predictable
behavior, which is very instructive.
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